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_BO·ARD 
·1NCREASES 
I • 
. 
EXPLAINED 
By Andy Friedman 
VThe Board of Trustees, acting 
on recommendations from the 
Budget Planning Committee, 
voted to increase the costs of 
Ithaca College for the academic 
l, 
the Staff Council, and two 
student representatives elected · 
by Student Congress. 
_year 1974-75 by $260. 
They have been meeting since 
late SP.ring of this year and are 
presently meeting once a week, 
on Monday afternoons. They did 
hold two open meetings this 
semester, open to the entire IC 
Community to come and express 
ideas. Although the meetings 
were "well publicized in 
advance, they were poorly 
attended," said Frank Darrow, 
'chairman of the BPC. 
The Budget Planning 
Committee was established three 
years ago to provide IC 
community input to the 
President, Provost and two 
vice-presidents, who are 
obligated to plan the budget 
ea·ch year as part of their job. 
The· B PC consists of a 
chairman (the Provost), the two 
vice-presidents, a secretary ( the 
Director of the Budget for IC), 
two faculty members selected 
through the Faculty Council, 
two staff members selected by 
Percentagewise ... 
The total increase should not 
be thought of as one- lump sum, 
but should be broken down for 
. explanation. continued on page two 
CONLEY. 
RE•-E LECT.ED 
By Gordon Mueller 
headquarters at The Ithaca 
Journal. He made a concession 
speech over WICB-FM at 10: 15. 
H~ later made an appearance at 
Conley's· head qua rte rs to 
congratulate the Mayor. 
Johns was anything but 
gracious in defeat. He waited 
until 10:40 to conced·e, blaming 
. the press for his poor showing. 
He refused to support Conley and 
_said he hoped the people would 
· see the truth. He plans to run 
_ again in 1975. 
The -incumbents all- retained 
, their seats on common council. 
: . In the first ward, GOP candidate 
Rudolph Saccucci easily 
: defeated Democratic candidate 
.· Richie Moran. This was a 
·., surprise to some as many 
expected Moran to win. In the 
; sec·ond ·ward Republi-can 
incumbent Richard Borankey 
buried the Commongood party's 
It was a jubilant, beer . candidate, Paul._ Glover. Many 
drinking crowd that filled observed that ·the city .. was not 
Democratic headquarters quite ready for some of Glover's 
Tuesday night. The incumbent proposals. In the third ward, 
mayor, Edward Conley, had just Democrat John Guttenberger 
been re-elected by a wide kept his seat by easily defeating--
margin, and they retained his GOP challenger John. 
control on the Common .Spencer.. Mrs .. Ethel Nichols, 
Council. . ~ · Democrat, was unopposed in the 
In the Mayorality race, the · fourth ward. The --fifth ward 
. people wanted to , continue aldermatic· race. was the closest 
Conley's Downtown development in the city as Robert Boothroyd,. 
.projects. He captured 59%:of tlie a Democrat; ·defeated Earl-
vot~, . easily winning ov~r Brown. Brow.n's defeat was a 
R.~publi<:an hopeful - Georg·e disappointment to RepQblican 
Blean-, who· gatliered 32% of the figures in the city. The five man 
vote: Conservative can,#date Council now has three 
Hu.iina Johns ran third as he Democrats and two Republicans. 
-only. recieved 9% of the. 'VO~e. In the rest of the.county. tJu~. 
The __ results· of the. ·_evening· ·n_emocrats were _enc(){!raged· b"y 
.became.,. quickly __ :_apparent~ as SOJlle ·races. Most-.of the towns in 
-Btean· -conceded·:iiftei. seven of . :Tl~pki_ns Cou-nt"y a.r~e 
',1ht: ~ty's- ;sixteen ,P,ofiint" pl~ces - 1 -. ~ . ...,. : ,:· 
. h'ad. .. ,;;J'.eP!)~~d:_ .. ,to:.::the'' .. ffledia:·. ~--•, "- '. CO,,,'#~ on /Hl6l: IWO -: ·., ~ 
I ' ~l- 11 
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·CO-ED CONTROVERSY 
"Girls are fine, but not in 
Dorm Nine!" 
"Guys are fun, but not in 
Dorm One!" 
Last winter, Lyon and 
Eastman dorms were considered 
· being made co-ed dorms. A 
sub-committee of Housing and 
Dining was set up to look into 
all special dorms. Last March it 
was determined that "a sizable 
majority didn't want a co-ed 
dorm." 
Approximately twelve 
upperclassmen returned to Lyon 
dorm. Some beheve it was 
becaus.e they didn't want to 
return to an all male dorm, but 
others argue that people don't 
return because of the poor 
condition. Lyon was built in 
1960 and hasn't "been touched 
since, except for a few pieces of 
carpeting," according to Dave· 
lord, Director of Housing. 
Only nine percent-of requests 
from incoming freshmen are for 
a unisex dor-m.-1'here have been 
several complaints about the 
noise levels in Lyon, and Mr. 
Lord has · had five specific 
complaints from students in the 
dorm. Because of these two 
major reasons, Housing felt the 
need to make the dorm co-ed. 
Mr. Lord didn't forsee any 
resistance on the part of 
students, but there have been, 
for several reasons. First, The 
Ithacan article last week 
suggesting that Lyon might go 
co-ed. The article was written 
over a week before publication 
ana by the time it appeared, 
Housing and Dining had met to 
discuss their plans in making the 
dorm co-ed. The appearance of 
this article caused the boys in 
Dorm Nine to feel slighted and 
neglected because they hadn't 
been consulted in a major 
decision affecting their habitat. 
Secondly. a meeting to discuss 
the plans of going co-ed was held 
with Eastman Dorm before one 
with Lyon, and this caused 
further antagonism. 
A member of Housing and 
Dining--adm1tted that the 
Monday meeting conducted with 
Eastman was poorly handled, 
and another described it as 
"female hysteria." Rumors flew 
fast, and shortly after the 
meeting Monday night, several 
girls visited Lyon, making an 
inspection of the rooms. They 
also informed several member~ 
of the male dorm that they 
Student Photography 
Movement Developing 
By Vann Weller 
Would-be photographers at 
Ithaca College are up-in-arms 
over the lack of darkroom 
facilities and photography 
courses a-vailable to students 
o u t"side of the School of 
Communication. 
Scott Mahr, a freshman 
majoring in psychology, 
authored and circulated a 
petition last Friday· asking for 
additional staff and facilities to 
accomodate non-majors. At 
present the photography staff is 
limited to·one full-time member, 
Dr. William Storrer. The 
darkroom· equipment on the 
ground floor of the Dillingham 
I. c-., s 
By Leah Fackos 
Thirty-five Ithaca College 
students have been elected to 
appear in the 1973-74 edition of 
·Who's Who Among American 
Colleges an_d Universities. These 
students consist of four juniors 
and 31 seniors. 
The students _elected include, 
Barbara Atwater, Michael 
~..r<l. .Dorothy Bentley, )ienry 
'Berman, Caryn , Bieristock, 
·thom'as -Blank, Marilyn - Booth·, 
·,Te~nce · Brookins,'· Catherine 
~B.t,t'.elh M'a'rk ·celmer, . Mary 
-~'P'P,)!O? · n~ ... Francesconi, 
Center 1s for use by those 
majoring in Communications, 
particularly Cinema Studies and 
Photography majors. A proposed 
darkroom in the Egbert Union 
or possibly the ground floor of 
the West Tower which would be 
equipped with tw J photographic 
enlargers would still be, 
according to Mahr, "severely 
inadequate". Such a facility 
would not provide any 
instruction or lab assistance, and 
would be insufficient for the 
number of students who have 
shown interest through the 
petition. 
Variety of Reasons 
Mahr feels that students 
outside of the School of 
Who,s 
Robert Ellis, Wilham Froehlich, 
Jack Greenhouse, and Walter 
Horn, 
Others- selected are Nancy 
Juster, Michael Juster, Russell 
Lyons, Kenneth May, Jane 
McGowan, Martin Nott, Andrew 
Orgell, Beverly Pollock, Carol 
Richer, Gail Sabin, Pamela 
Schule, Elizabeth Seleski, 
Donald Senderowitz, Jane Shaw, 
Barbara Sheldon, Philip Sterling, 
Guy VanBenschoten, Carolyn 
Volpin·ari, Carla Williams and 
_ Ma·rgaret ·Wilson. 
According to Dean John 
Br"own··, Coordinator o·r 
.. Counselling and Orientationr 
would have to move the girls' 
belongings. 
The men were slightly 
. outraged. Com men ts like. "If I 
want to live with a girl, I'll go 
out and marry one 1" were heard. 
The next morn mg signs appeared 
on doors and walls voicing 
strong opinions agJmst the g1Tls 
moving in and guys moving out. 
A meeting was held with 
Dorm Nine on Tuesday night to 
clarify some ot the rumors and 
to obtain general teelings from 
the dorm The popular 
consensus was thJt the girls 
should not move 111 at all. The 
men felt they didn't want to be 
inhibited when d1unk. or asked 
to turn their stereo~ down. A 
few people, hke the two R.A.s. 
feel 11 would be a good 1de.1 to 
have girls in the dorm. A big 
problem is that not enough 
people are willing to move out 
of their room~. 
In Eastman, there is a core of 
girls who do l}Ot want their 
dorm to go co-ed at .ill. Partly 
because they were guaranteed 
they would be in an all female 
dorm. and partly because their 
parents would like them to be in 
<.'Ull(llllll'cl Oil Pll}:(' (II'(' 
past Monday, the 
Hearing Committee mvestigating 
the Bogdan Mieczkowski case 
was suppo~ed to have begun its 
deliberations. Mr. Hildebrand. 
member~ of the 
Comm11lce, was out ol the 
country and the hearmg has now 
been postponed to a later date. 
Commun1cat1on should be 
allowed to take photography 
courses tor a variety of reasons. 
Students who are considering 
changing, their majors to Cinema 
studies and Photography would 
benefit from an introductory 
course 111 photography. They 
would be able lo determine 
whether they hke working in the 
depafiment before they change. 
co11r11u1ed on PUKC thre;. 
Who 
each year the Who's Who, 
publishers submit to .him the 
number of students that IC can 
nominate. This 1s determined by 
them and 1s a percentage of the 
college enro!)_ment. Dean Brown 
contacts each academic Dean 
and division head at this time. 
They frequently consult their· 
faculty and m turn send him a 
list of students they feel should 
be nominated for this honor. · 
Students are consider.ed for their 
a c a· d e 'in i c · a c h i e v e m e n t 
(standardly a 3.0 or above' cum 
is needed), citizenship, extra 
curricular activities, and promise 
of future success . 
· continued on page five 
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around the nation 
Washington. Wilham Saxbe, Senator from Ohio, 
has been nommate<l a~ Attorney General by 
President Nixon to replace Elliot Richardson. If 
confirmed by the Senate, he will become the fifth 
U.S. Attorney General s111ce 1969. Leon Jaworski 
was sworn 111 1 uesday as the new Special 
Prosecutor. Jaworski, a Houston lawyer, has served 
as President of the American Bar Association and 
has worked in both the Kennedy and Johnson 
· administration~ 
Two of the- nme Watergate tapes subpoenaed by 
Judge Smca arc m1ss111g. Nixon's Watergate lawyer, 
Charle\ Wngh t. sau.l that the tape 111 the recorder 
had run out prior to the Dean-Nixon meeting of 
Apnl 15. and that a conversation with John 
\11tchell was not taped because the phone it was 
made on wa~ not hooked up to the recording 
~ystt!m A Pres1dential aide, Stephen Bull, testified 
that Nixon knew on Scptemht;r 7 that the two 
tape\ were m1ss111g. 
In other Watergate matter~. Donald Segretti was 
~enteneed to 6 month~ 111 jail for -his part in 
d1srupt111g tht! 1972 Democratic primary in 
Honda. Richard Klemd1st has said that Nixon 
mfluenced his decis1om concernmg the ITT 
ant1-tru~t case~. And Massachusetts Senator 
hlward Brooke became the l1rst Republican 
Senator to call for Nixon'~ impeachment. 
RepubhcJn Senator Peter Dom1111ck of Colorado 
ha~ ur!,!t"d that N1xc~n "tell all he know(s)" on the 
Watergate case. 
Freehold, New Jersey ... Lc..,tcr Zygmaniak was 
Jcqulltcd Monday ot the faLJI shooting of his 
brother on the ground.., of temporary insanity. 
Zygma111ak, 23, ~hot hi~ 2<, year old brother 
(;eorgc to death while (ieorge lay in a hospital heel 
paralyzed from the neck down. The tnal became 
known as one of "mercy killing", however that 
ll'rm wa ... not once u~cd hy the dcfcn~c. The Judge 
I urllll'r orden:d the Jury not to take 111to 
con ... 1dcrat1on the aspect~ of mercy or 
"L'nl1111cntal1ty while dcl1hcr.it111g the vc,dict. 
Boslon. __ l)r. l'aul Dudley White died c.irly la~t 
Wednoday Jl LhL' JgL' ot X7 White w.i~ reg.irdcd .i~ 
thl' foremo~t cxpl'Tl 011 hea,t care 111 thc world. II,~ 
death t'ollowcd a period of ho~p1tal11.ation due to a 
..,trokc surtc,cd two months Jgo. 
Dace City, Florida._ Lucy Warl' Morgan w.i~ 
"l'lllCJJl."l'd -, hur~day lo flVl' month~ 11npnsonmcnt 
for collll'IIIPl of l'Ollrt hcc.iu~e of hl'r refusal to 
reveal Lhl' sourcl' ot 111formation of an artidc she 
puhlishcd III lhL· Sr. Pelershurg Times. Morg.Jn. a 
rq1orln to, the Times. had written a story dealing 
with ~l'l'Tl'l Jl'porls prqmsl'd hy Lhl' Posc.J ( ·ounty 
(;rand Ju1y 
•round the world 
Middle East. .. rl1c l'l'a~l·-t,rL' herl' ha~ been hold111g 
n:asonahly wdl for Lill' pa~l wcck. however with 
each day n>llll'S inll'nsiricd lalk ahout resuming 
_ u_1,e. war_ The l'gypllans havl' slated lhal they 
expel."~ a nL'W lsral'li drivl' Ill the Sinai and have 
claimed "\w arl' fl',Hly". It ha.., hL•cn widely 
l'l'llllfll'd lhal till' l·gypt,an forL'L'S haVl' heen 
rq?.roupmJ,!. 
lsracl L'Ontinues lo 1nsisl that thl'lr prisoners (lf 
war- hcfd hy l·gypt and Syria arl' returned. It has 
hl'en L"Stimaled that thcrL' arL' 540\udi prisoner~. 
Israel will lhl'll rl'turn tlll: ~L·ven thousand ArJhs 
they hold. l·.gypl,ml'anwhilc has continued their 
initial lkmand that lhl' lsraL'li~ end their 
encirdemenl ,>f Sul'/ ( 'ity and lhcir hlockago: of 
~upply lines to the trappL'U l·gypliJn Third Army_ 
Sceretary ol Stall' llcnry K1ssingL'J has--arriVl'd in 
MoroL·n1 ro, IIL'got1al1011s with Arab l~adl.'.rs. Ik 
will al~o v1s1L Curo. Jordon. Saudi A1ah1a and Iran 
111 an effort to hl'gin d11ect ,\rah-lsradi peJL'L' 
nL·goll.i t1011,_ 
Srockhohn ... SWL'dl~h l'TIIIIL' M1111sler Olof l'alnL' 
IJsl Wl"L"k Jllnounced a IIIJJor shakL·-up of thl' 
S-Wl·d1sh ( ·ah111ct. lie rL·~irnftkd many of h,~ top 
eahmet ,,, f1l'iab. PalnL' .ibo crt",JLL'J two llL'W 
111rn1slnc~ - those of housing Jilli labor - and 
ahoh~IIL'cl'L11l--lnt.crior M 1111stry. 
~m.sterd_am .. TI!~ Dulch h.avt" 1111poso:d a gas-foss 
Sunday 111 an l'I tort to case thl' gas crisis l'aused by 
an •Arah boycott- on oil o:xports to tho: ,Pro-Israel 
~etht."rlands. This past Sunday peopll• walked. 
lm:y~lcd and rode hor:;L·hal'k througlrthe cities and 
seenungly ro:sponded well to this nl'W program. 
Paul Stern 
·Conley 
. continued from page one 
Republican strongholds, but 
Democratic candidates won 
some close races. In statewide 
races Governor Rockefeller's 
Transportation Bond issue was 
sound.ly defeated by ,'a 
two-to-one margin upstate. The 
votes in the New· York City area 
was not sufficient to overcome 
the upstate bulge. ' 
Republican Judge Charles 
Brietell defeated Democrat 
Jacob Fuchsberg, and 
Conservative Charles Leff. In 
New York, Democrat Abraham 
D. Beame easily won over his 
other three opponents. Beame is 
the first Jewish m~yor of New 
York. 
In the New Jersey 
gubernatorial race, Democrat 
B'rendan T. Byrne routed 
Conservative Republican Charles 
W. Sandman. Democrats also 
gained control of the ,state 
legislature. In Detroit, Colemar: 
Young narrowly defeated John 
Nichols, and become the first 
black mayor of that city. 
Unofficial Results from the City 
Mayor Edward Conley (D).2988 
George B-lean ( R) ........ 1979 
Hunna Johns (C) ......... 459 
Total ......... _ ... 5426 
. Common Council 
First Ward 
Rudolph Saccussi ( R) . . .. 7 39 
Richard Moran (DL) ...... 527 
Second Ward 
Richard Borankay (R) . ___ .776 
Paul Glover (CG) ......... 286 
Third Ward 
John Guttenberger ( D) .... 521 
John Spencer (R) .... _. _ .375 
Fourth Ward 
Ethel Nichols (D) ........ 327 
No:Contest 
Fifth Ward 
Robert Boothroyd (D) .-- ... 575 
Earl Brown ( R) ...... _ ... 503 
Total __ ...... _ ... _ ... .4629 
Accordmg to WICB-FM 75'l,. of 
the registered voters eligible 
vot;ed. 
Election Returns ... Tuesday was election day 
around the nation and as a whole the Democrats 
party won big. Ii:i New York City, Abe Beame 'won 
a sweeping victory over ' three opponents. 
Democrat turned Republican Mills E. Godwin Jr. 
was elected .;overnor of Virginia. The 
Governorship \Jew Jersey went to Democrat 
Brenden T. L ..:. In Minneapolis Democrat Al 
Hofsted was elccred mayor. In other mayoral races 
Coleman Your became Detroit's first black 
mayor. Republi· _n Ralph J. Perk was re-elected 
mayor of Clevt nd. Democrats Fredrick P. Lenz 
Jr., and Mauricl' Ferre were elected mayors of 
Stamford Connecticut, and Miami Florida 
respectively. Pittsburg re-elected Peter Flaherty to 
another term as mayor. In Philadelphia Watergate 
played a key issue as Democrat F. Emmett 
Fit~patrick won the election in a campaign in 
which the major issue was his opponent)., Arlen 
Specker, role as 1968 State campaign manager for 
Richard Nixon. 
Increases 
_This increase m tuition was 
SI SO. That is a 4.82% increase 
over this year's costs. Mr. 
Darrow felt the Board was 
reluctant to increase this area, 
"but they also understand the 
inflationary spiral of the country 
right now. This raise, as in other 
areas, was kept to the lowest 
amount possible that we thought 
we could live with." 
Room fees were -increased 
$35, a 5.83% hike over existing 
fees. 
The Garden Apartment 
tenants will have to pay an 
additional .$55, an 8.46% 
increase. Comparable housing 
downtown was investigated, and 
the BPC felt the Apartments 
were fine enough faciltties to 
warrant that increase. 
It · will cost $65 more to eat 
on the campus meal plan next 
year, an 8.84% increase. _The 
largest raise; it was deemed 
neccessary ,because of the 
exorbitant inflatiqnary costs of 
food right now that show no 
downward trends. 
Health insurance will cost an 
extra S10 next fall. The 
insurance is provided by the 
College and everyone has to take 
this' policy unless covered 
adequately under anoth;er 
insurance plan and a waiver to 
that effect has been signed. 
, Where It's Going 
There is little control over the 
room and board monies and 
they will be used to meet the 
I,ising maintenance costs. This · 
increase will not bring in "extra" 
money for the college to use on 
new programs. Masi of the new 
revenue brought about by the 
raise in tuition and fees will go 
- towards salaries and fringe 
benefits, according to Dr. 
Darrow. 
In order to offer new 
programs, however, the College 
will have to stop some of the old 
programs. Each department 
chairman haggles with the Dean 
and the Dean in turn with the 
Provost, about getting their own 
ways. Ultimately it is the 
President, two vice-p,residents 
and the Provost who decide 
what courses and programs will 
be added or dropped, after 
lengthy discussions with eac'h 
department chairman and the 
BPC. 
A critical area of financing is 
the problem with outside aid. 
According to Dr. Darrow, this 
College has one of the greatest 
percentage of costs-92%-paid 
by the students instead of 
endowments, in the entire 
country. Presently there is under -
one million dollars coming in to 
IC in outside, unrestricted gifts, 
and federal grants. 
Heard on the Hill: 
It is hoped that if outside gifts 
can be greatly-increased, tuition 
and other costs need not be· 
increased nearly as much as the 
financial burden will be taken 
off the students and supported 
~ outside funding. 
Market Drop One of Worst in Years 
By Peter N. Burbank 
The market was finally penetrated by adverse 
news in the week of Oct. 29-Nov. 2. ·The Dow 
Jones Industrial Averages finished at 935.28, down 
51. 78 points for qhe week. This decline was one of 
the worst market drops in years. In a preceding 
article it was mentioned that the market had 
developed Nixon immunity. That theory has fallen 
hy the wayside. ' 
The oil situation had much to do with market 
decline. Canada announced a more than 400'k tax 
increase on oil exported to the U.S. One Canadian 
oil executivt." statt."d, "the government has a very _ 
short memory regarding U.S".-Canada relationships 
on oiL •· In recent years Canada has pleaded with 
the U.S. to import more oil. This editor hopes that 
the U.S. will retaliate in any means possible to 
havt." this tax substantially decreased. The 
American people should not forgt."t that our 
next-door neighbors really'"stuck it to us;'-when in 
time of nt."l'd. Perhaps we can return the favor one 
day. 
Many people may not realize it, hut the oil -crisis 
is a wor ,vide problem. Japan and Western 
Europe ar: xperiencing recent shortages. Western 
Europe's recent pro-Arab stance is a- result of the 
oil shortage. There is ·a strong possibility that the 
U.S. will share oil reserves with Japan and Western 
1 Europe in future months. 
Texaco Inc. announced a 2 cents a gallon 
increase to service stations. Unfortunately future 
months will reflect substantial price increases "and 
shortages •. Thus. the U.S. is about a -month away 
from feeling the real effect of the Arab oil shutoff. 
Oil stocks reflected adverse news and dropped in 
price during the Oct. 29-Nov. 2 week. 
On a happier note, more banks lowered their 
prime rate to 9½%. In a recent Wall Street Journal, 
Ralph W. Ervin of the Fi~t Pennsylvania Banking 
and Trust Cb. sees the prime rate lowering to 7% 
by next ~une. News o'f this sort will undoubtedly 
encourage investment in the market. The market 
should be stimulated by news that a full year trade 
supplies is in prospect. - ' 
Good News for Some 
More t1agrant cutbacks by airlines may increase 
profits and make airline stock more attractive for 
investment. Polaroid continues to drop in price 
due to adverse news about it's SX-70 camera, but_ 
still remains an attractive investment at this time. 
. Deere & Co. dropped in price this week due_ to 
reports of a pessimistic outlook for business at the . 
und of next year. This recent market favorite 
manufactures farm equipment. 
This author feels that the coal industry will' 
become an attractive investment in the future. 
Coal is the 11ations largest unexploited source· of 
energy and coal reserves are estimated at1 3.2 
trillion tons. Strip minini ·is the cheapest and 
fastest way to expand output, ·~~ 
environmentalists· wiU attempt tc stop any increase' 
in strip mining. -: 
/ 
Factory orders fell 1.6% and construction 
dr9pped 3% in September. to.,.eviden~e a slowing in 
_ the country's e~onomic expansion. High costs, 
· -, pleas for price increases and a lack of ,parts will 
cause the expansion of the.economy--t:o-Slow down 
in 1974·. 
. ..... ·., 
~·t- , · 1_ •• ~f 
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·' Stud:eitt Asso·ciation.··,Dormant Not· De.ad·----
By Karen Sperling 
The recent silence of the New 
York State Student Association 
should not be· seen as a l?ck of 
activity. Now that its first 
conference has been over for 
almost a_ month-,- the Association 
has been in the process of 
conducting a membership 
campaign throughout New York 
State. Andy_:"f elsey, one of the 
- co-founders · of the 'group is 
presently on - the road, seeking 
student support in colleges from 
several areas, including Syracuse, 
Utica, Albany, New Paltz, and 
New York City. 
Tels~y will be speaking with 
-- ' 
/ 
-student governments, interested 
students outside of the 
governments, and . members of 
newspapers. It is hoped that the 
2 week journey will encourage 
the formation of new. campus 
Chapter~ of the NYSA not 
already in existence, The 
short-term goal of the 
or~anization is to have 75 
·colleges represented at a 
c-onference planned for 
December. At the conference, 
•prospectively to· be held at' 
Columbia University, steps to be 
taken towards the legalization of 
marijuana will be deterII1ined. 
· Latin -__ ~altiJre_ Emerging 
By Peter Korn 
· Ithaca College is going to be 
visited by· a contingent of 
approximately 40 Latin high 
school students this weekend, 
The visit is part of a Latin 
Recruitment· Program now 
headed by -Marisa Diaz and 
Esperanza Chamarro, two I.C: 
students who are conc~rned 
about the status o.f Latins on 
this cam pus:· 
The recruitment program is 
aimed at· increasing I.C.'s small 
Latin population., now 
numbered at around 20. The 40 
students will arrive Saturday 
evening and stay in various 
students rooms until their 
departure Monday afternoon. 
They wiJI be presented with a 
variety of activities ranging from 
a Saturday nig)J.t party to 
meetings with selected 
professor~ and _officials of I.C. 
apd-Cornell U. 
The program is being carried 
out in conjunction with Aspira -
Inc., a New York City ~ased 
organization concerned with 
helping minority groups attain 
higher education. Funds are 
coming .from both - Afro-Latin 
Society's coffers and the 
Minority Affairs budget. 
The .attempt at Latin 
recruitment is in line with a 
general movement. by Latins to 
gain recognition as an on-campus 
minority group. As Marisa 
believes, "Previously Latins have 
never worked as a group here. 
There is a lot of Latin culture 
which most IC students are 
unaware of.'' 
Arrother facet . of this Latin 
identity emerging is an attempt 
by a group of Latin students_ to -
ini~iat_c a La tin radio show, 
modeled· after the Sounds of 
-B.lackness. Emiliano Manon, 
Josue Vidal, and Miguel Pagan 
are the primary forces behind 
this effort. They pra·ctice twice 
weekly on WICB equipment, and 
arc now trying to line up air 
time. According to Miguel, "Our 
major motivation is the fact that 
other groups· who are in a 
position to play Latin music 
have not done so.'' 
Josue outlines"· the program's 
hopes by saying, "We plan on 
presenting a program with 
predominantly Latin music, but 
we will not be biased towards 
·the Latin contingent. We ·also 
plan to prepare some jazz, a 
little r-ock, and soul." 
A course entitled Latin 
Americans In the US: Social 
Proolems is being offered next 
semester. The brainchild of 
H_ugo Marion-Landais, it is 
intended to be a "student taught 
course" worth three or four 
credits. And as the course 
outline states, "This is not a gu-t 
course." 
Movement Developing 
conti11ued from page 011e 
F'or-si:udents who do not wish to 
swi'tch to the Cinema· 
depart!'llent~s11ch a course would 
offer a backgrounµ in 
photography that would be of 
great help in the study of other 
·areas.· Mahr gives as an example a 
psychology student who _may -
want to document a project or 
report with photographs he has 
taken. Qualified instruction and 
use of lab facilities would be 
invaluable io such an endeavor, 
Another consideration is that 
students of varying academi"c 
interests -can give each other new 
insight into· different approaches 
to photography. Garrett 
Schnock, a graphic design 
specialist and photographer in· 
the department· of Photography· -
agrees with this premise saying, 
''The inter.change .o1' ideas 
betweerr students with differing. 
pro'fessio'nal ·goals vastly 
enhances - learning/ o{ ·a11 
contributors:?' -
Fu_nding Problems 
that there is insufficient time 
and space available to allow it. 
In order to re"Ctify the 
situation, according to Dr. 
Storrer, funds and space would 
be · required to double the 
existing facilities which .ire: A 
darkroom with eleven enlargers, 
a developing room and a print' 
drying room, At least one more 
full-time instructor and possibly 
a lab assistant would also be 
necessary. 
Storrer says, "The 
administration's current budget -
priorities are not yet fully geared 
to thC1,students' needs." 
He is also concerned that the 
College ·will suffer in the long 
run if it continues to ignore 
student demands. 
Doctor John Keshishoslou, 
Dean of the School of 
Con1munications also strongly 
.supports the petition saying, "It 
is time for this college to 
··determine priorities for 
ac~~emk programs.'.!. . 
Both-Schn<lck.and Dr. Storrer·· . ·-, '. 
are concerned -over the lack of · Anyone who., is. interested in 
staff.-' ans! ·,i~9ilities. They- said, -photography .,and who would 
·•!We·.,would- appJec~ate_ having . liki,-, tQ. see. a· program 
sfudenis ' from ,outside of· the~ impJemented. for nQn~majors can: 
- -ptogry;m)t.·:a.nt ex'"presseQ,.=regret · _ callS~tt Mahr at x.792, 
.. . -:-· .. .;. - .. - . 
- •: :; 
Kenny May, another 
co-founder of the NYSA, in 
discussing some of the plans for 
fund raising, mentioned that 
buttons have been made up and 
are soon to go on sale. ~!so 
planned to go into effect after 
the December conference would 
be a membership fee. This would 
entail a contribution from each 
Chapter proportional to th~ s·ize 
of the institution, at 5 cents a 
student, not to exceed SSOO. 
IC's fe~ would be S200, or 4,000 
· times 5 cents. 
Kenny May hopes this money 
will come from the student 
congress of each campus, 
signifying the acceptance of the 
Chapt~r as a bona-fide campus 
organization. 
~enny May is very optimistic 
about the New York State 
Student Association and feels, 
"it has tremendous potential to 
influence and effect change.'' In 
addition, he sees the 
organization as a "Student 
Union", - that is. the NYSA 
working for certain goals with its 
- Chapters in the same manner of 
a Labor Union. Kenny May 
encourages anyone who wishes 
' to work for the Association to 
come up to its office anytime on 
the third floor of Egbert Union. 
FUEL 
( 
LOWDOWN 
By Barbara Sheldon 
All thermostats on campus 
will be set at 68 degrees m an 
~ffort to alleviate the present 
iuel crisis. Russ Lyons, Hillel's 
re·presentative -to Student. 
Congress, presented this motion 
Tuesday evening. After a brief 
discussion in which Russ 
mentioned that this indoor 
temp-~rature change would 
reduce the consumption of oil 
considerably, the motion was 
passed by the Congress. 
Bill Shayne, vice-chairperson 
of Student Congress, also 
commented tha_t all New York 
State offices are operating at this 
indoor temperature. Constantine 
Perialis, Vice President of 
Student Affairs, commented a~ 
to the good intentions of Russ' 
motion, but suggested there may 
be physical difficulties due to 
the location of the campus and 
draft-resistance factors which 
might not permit the 
temperature to be dropped. 
Now that the mo!lon has been 
passed lJY Student Congress, it 1s 
up to the Executiv,e Board to 
follow through. Kenny May, 
President of the Student Body, 
assured the Congress that this 
wou1d be the case. The 
Executive Board of Student 
Congress is planning to contact 
the Physical Plant offices and 
then to report back to Congres~ 
next Tuesday. 
Dorm 9 in tht: lower quads 
has been chosen by Housing to 
undergo renovation. Being lhe 
most damaged dorm on campus, 
plans for new types of furniture 
and interior construction are 
going to be applied to this dorm. 
This renovation is expl!rimentaL -
If it proves indestructible, other 
dorms on campus might be 
similarly-renovated. 
\ Since the 1973-1 974 Student 
.C.ongress budget has been 
appr<?ved, Don Senderowitz, 
ch<1irman of the Budget 
Committee, can now re-dirett 
his_- eneqiies_ toward the'--· 
establishment of a bail fund. He 
ha~ made contBct Witfi Syracuse 
which has a bail fund operating 
now . .This fund is to be available 
. for .. alL Ithaca College students in. 
need of this service. 
.a_round- the campus 
MANAGEMENT-MARKETING INFO 
The University of Rochester will be mterv11:wing 
all majors interested in Management-Marketing. U 
of R will also be representing Indiana University. 
University of Southern California, Washington 
University. and U111vers1ty of Wi,consm. 
Consortium Fellowship Programs for Minorities in 
Management ( U.~. pt1zensh1p reqµ1Ted) 
HEALTH PROFESSION CAREERS 
The Premedical Sciences Advisory Committee 1s 
sponsonng a series of programs "New Vistas in_the 
Health Professions" with !Ol:US on career 
information m the he,1lth professions Students 
will he given the opportunity to talk to 
pract1t1on1:rs of the vanous professions o1bout the 
opportunities available in their field and the 
educational preparation necessary. 1 ht· third 
speaker in the series, Dr. Alexander de Lahunta, 
DVM 1s a vetennari,m and a profrssor at the New 
York State Veterinary College at Cornell. All 
in tcrested member~ of the lthac.1 College 
community arc invited to bnng their t-rays from 
the cafeteria line in Egbert Umon to the DeMotte 
Room betwt.:en 12:00 and t·OO on Tuesday 
November 13, to sha1e ideas and chut with Dr 
Dr. Delahunta will talk 011 ·'Opportunities 111 
Vetermary Medirme ·· All 111tnested persons are 
invited to attend anti to sh~re collee and 
doughnuts. 
VISTA AND PEACE CORPS SEEK VOLUNTEERS 
On Wednesday returned !'.:act' Coqb,'VIS'I :\ 
volunteer~ Bill 13ml!!t'O and Sus~n Kirqing will v1,1t 
lthac,1 College to '>J)t'ak with inlL'1estctl >L'n1or, 
concern mg voluntl'el op port 111111 IL'S a I home <1 ml 
abroad. Bill and Susan will i.:onduc·1 a ,e1111nar the 
day before this, rue,day, No\'. 13, ,1t 7·30 PM 111 
the Student lin1on to di,cm, tlll' merit~ .ind 
frustrations of their own ,1nd prn1ec·ted pro).!rJm~ 
111 VISTA and Peace Corp,. 
By "Moyugan" Editor 
The yearhnoks arl' tinally here! It', t1ue. :\!It·, 
one lost sport~ sert1on, 37'1 phone· c,ilb. being 
sto1ed at RL\ tor one week . .ind one thorou).!hl~ 
disgusted editor they Jre ready to ht· 
d1stnbuted. You can pick them up 111 lht' Dt'Motte 
Room at the following time,· 
Wednesday .............. 3-8 
Thursday ............... 9-5 
Friday ...... , .......... 9-5 
Saturday .............. I 0-2 
II you have a friend that 1~ not at the colkge th1, 
year please pick up J copy for them, abo. Any 
books left after Saturday will be sold tor$ I 00 per 
copy - so do yourself a lavor Jnd get 1t now. 
Please remember that my stJlt 1, not re,pon,1ble 
for last year's book - either 111 content or t1mlll!! -
so untcs, you would like a very perturbed ( Jnd 
loud) editor on your back, kmdly~ 1clr,1111 from 
making any derogatory comments about the book 
111 our presence. Abn remember th.1t in J!I 
probab11lty you had no part 111 making th1, booJ.. 
possible, so a, tar a, I am concerned you have no 
nght to bitch .<1hout other people', ,hortcommgs. 
There arc plenty ot other things lo complarn about 
- your roommate, cour,e~. Student Congre,s, or 
anythm!,! else you can 1mag1ne (and I'm ~ure you 
will). 
l'lea,e do not forget lo pick up your hoo1'' 
Autographed cop1e, arc available upon rt'quc,1 
DANCE THERAPY MEETING 
·1 here will he Jll organ1/Jl101wl mt.:cllll!! for 
anyone mtere~ted in dunce therapy on Mond.1y 
Nov I::! Jl 7 JO Ill the De Motte Room of the· 
Limon. 
The ttlm "Maybe To'morrow", which concern, 
movement therapy for the handicapped. will he 
shown. Assistant Prof e,~or Clm, N1colof f anti 
planned studies major ( 'arol Seltzer will report on 
the national confcrenn: on dance therapy which 
they rt.:cently attended. 
Margaret Feldman from the 
Psychology department has been 
selected by the Faculty Council 
to serve on the Search 
Committee for Viet.: President ot 
College - Relations. She wa~ 
approved by the Counc1l at their 
meeting on November 6. 
D1ane Schmidt and Tony 
.Zahorik, both of tht: 
Mathematics department, were 
chosen to servt: on the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory 
Committee, Robert Grant from 
Physical Therapy, was abo 
nominated - but withchew 
because of his strong personal 
feeling_ towards varsity and all 
sp9rts at the College. The 
Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory 
·- ./. Committee has been reorgani~ed 
over Ia,t year's comm1ttt:e. 
which ha~ been described as ."a 
defunct committee", ~in<.:e 11 
never mt!! onl:I! last year. 
Martha Kelsey will serve on 
the Judicial Afla1rs Committe~. 
She is a Profes~or of Physical 
Education at IC. 
Also at the November 6 
meeting, a committee wa~ set up 
to examine the College Tenure 
Study Report to seek further 
information about it and to 
make recommendations to the 
faculty Council shortly. The 
Committee to examine_ consist 
of five; Gail McColl, Johnathan 
Daitch, George Clarkson, 'Harvey 
Fireside and one person left for 
the Executive Committe to 
determine. 
., 
, ., 
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Editorial 
·1111S past weekend the college witnessed quite 
an extravaganza. While the Drama-Speech 
Department was parading It~ Restoration Comedy 
a nos~ the main theatre stage. last week, the 
Jdmini,trat1on unveiled It~ annual Fall farce. It 
premiere~ year after year under ~he mundane title 
ol .. l'arenb Weekend''. nm All-Around Tn-Color, 
1 hree D1men,1onal, Camp ~how, de~pite its revived· 
t11lc, garnq:_cd one ol the largest audiences 
t ,\ pproxunately 2200 parent~) in ye;ir~. The rave 
n·v1ew, 11 ret.:l'1ved through parent~ corn ment, 
would rival .iny ol the current hih on Broa<lway. 
Soml' ol these LOIJllllCllh 111c]U(kd 
""1\1 hL· wry happy to come hen· a, a student." 
"l think the program, gave u, J very good 
reprcw11lat1011 ol what this school 1, really about. 
L0 spec1;.illy lo pcopk like u, who r1:Jlly know 
nothing ahnut it·· 
··Acst!ict1..: he.iuty 1n onL', surrounding, help, 
promote· studying I'll hct lho,e loun1a1n, of!er a 
lo! ot 111sp1rat1011 ... 
"I th111I-. I re.illy got a Lli,111cc lo ,cc Just v.hat 
,tulknt l1k is like hcre .. 
< onH' 011 1',1ren1s. even we L·an Jo hettn than 
th.JI' 
l'arc·nt, h,1d .111 opportu1111y 1h1, weekend lo 
\·1,·w a ,lid\' prew11lat1011 tw1th musical 
had)!i<lllnd I ,·11111led. 1ron1L",illy L0 1wugh. The Fact 
Finder·~ Pic111e. lk,1ut1lul u,101 ,!Ide, ol happy 
llh.1L'il ( 'ollL'gL' ,1u,kn1s L'llfllYlllg lhl'lr CJillJllJ\ Ille 
wen· ,hov. n I hL'I L' wa, ,I ,hot ol .i lec·t urL' hall, full 
of w,·111111gly e.igc·1 aml 1ntc·rL·,1,·d ,tulknh. ·1 here 
we1T ,hol,. 110111 J11te1c·n1 pcr,pL'L'!IVl''· ol thc 
huild1ng, on carnpu, and olhL·r, of scurrying 
,t ud,·111s. hurrying I<> c·l;.iss_ I hcn: were al,o 
Greek!-> Aid UNICEF 
representations of last year's Drama-Speech 
department's major productions. Oh yes, we can't 
forget the fountains! The pictures were, 9n the 
whole, very natural and probably were candid 
shots .. 
There, however seemed to be so many of them 
missing. After all, what's a representation of IC 
without the other side of campus life. There were 
no pictures of the rowdy weekend beer parties, 
nor any of the dorm damage~ that sometimes 
result from them. There also weren't any of Friday 
night dinner with the happy hour rejects throwing 
food acros~ the cafeterias. No photos of the 
mugging that occurred a few weeks ago, nor any of 
the terrace triples. Not even a vague glimpse of the 
peeling paint in the Quads nor the lounge areas on 
~omc of the floor~ m the West Tower. Wait a 
· minute, let's he fa1r. .. no 1nst1tut1on shows up its 
madequac1e~. a!', a ~;.i(e!', pitch This doesn't take 
into account why there was no mention ot the 
Living and Learning Center, however. .. hasn't it 
worked out well enough to be mentioned'! How 
about the Faculty Involvement Oorm'! Wait a 
mmute. who's even heard of the faculty 
Involvement Dorm, on a large scale'! 
Another good1e that come.\ up every Parents 
WL'ekend ... what about all the plants and shrubs 
that ~u~p1cJOu~ly appear'! The head of Physical 
Plant ~ay~ th;.it l'arcnt ·, Weekend rninl"ides with· 
the tall planting sea~on. as provided for in the 
111;.i~ter plan for m;.imtenanee of the college Last 
year Parent', Weekend was earlier m October, and 
lhl' ylantmg ~ea~on comr.:1ded at that time ;.ilso. 
That ma~tcr plan must be 1an absolu le stroke of 
hy rea~on ol their ethnic origin, 
color. or language. provided they 
havt' not used or advocated 
v101l'nce" 
To The hli11w 
f aL 111 t 1e~. known a, l'rovmt:1al 
lnterrogal1on Center~. In 1971, 
an !\mencan l1r111 wa~ pa1J 
\~00,000 f ro111 the U.S. Navy to 
build new "1~olat1011 cclls'" on 
< ·011 Sol Island to replacl' the 
111l,1n10u~ "t1gL'r cage~'" I hc,c 
new c·,·11, a1,· <, kc! hy 8 feet. 
and hold from thrt'L' to five 
pcopk 
E;.irly 111 (ktoht'r of this year, 
Senator Abourezk ( D.-S.D.), 
offered ;.imendmenls to the 
foreign aid ,hill to prQtect us 
t rom sending money to 
governments holding political 
pri~ont'rs. It was supported by 
Senator Rib1eoff ;.ind others. 
It 1~ not ,u1 pr1~111!! I h.1 t tho~e 
111 Jl<lWl'T 111 lkvl'lop1ng nation~ 
1L'1y hL'JVl!y Oil lhl'IT lliltlOnill 
pol1cl' l1>1LT~ lo i11J111ta10 their 
poWL't I he qucstJOn~ :ire 
w h L' I h L' r ( h .I I p Ow L' r I~ 
tot.il1t.1r1a11 .111d 111h11111.111. 
·'· 
genius, allowing for time difrerentials. 
One thing that seemed a bit inconsistent, but a · 
totally honest representation was the fact that 
academic pre-registration was going on. Parents got 
a chance to see the many deans, divi~ion directors, 
faculty members as well as secretaries working to 
absolute capacity. Or maybe this, too, was really 
consistent, after all. 
lf students were as happy and, involved as the 
slide show would have one believe, why is there a 
Crisis Center on campus'! Why has the need ,for 
counseling increased? Why do students drop out 
after only one semester'! 
There wf.!re:· as with any production, some 
negative reviews. One parent, upset aboµt the 
garbage piled in the lounge of one of the floors in 
the East Tower asked, "Why doesn't President 
Phillips jog up here and pick up the garbage?" 
And of course, the weekend wouldn't be 
• complete without at least one, "What's that funny 
smell?" 
The "damage" has been· done, and the parents 
who judge the college entirely on what they saw 
·this weekertd. well, let them believe it. And they 
call us naive! Those who realize that there's more 
to 'this place than meets the eye, makes us 
optimistic: for "that generation." Maybe next year 
those in authority will sec that if they want to put 
their best foot forward, they had best take it out 
of their collective mouth first. As one parent 
(over-heard, while eating dinner at the Towers __ 
Faculty Club, Friday night) so ;.iptly put it, "The 
administration may be able to jog in the rain, but 
tha! doesn't mean that they can walk on water." 
/J there 1.1 w111et/1111g that 
you want very much 
/,et it go Jree. 
VJ it doesn't come hack.it was 
never really yours. 
If I( does.{oi·e tt .forever. 
CORRECTION 
I ht· s1~LL'JS ol I ,111 !\lphJ Mt1 
would 111-.c· to than!-. Lhe h1others 
ol lklt,1 K,1pp.1 1<>1 Lhc1r help 
w1Lh Lhc'II I I \.:\l.',J ,illllll,ii 
,c1\'IL"L' Jllll{L'Ll. the· [INICI I· 
c·olkc Li<lll d11v,· It w,1, g1L'ally 
app1L'L"J,1 LL'd' I <l!(L"Lhc 1. w,· W<lulJ 
hi-,,• [(). 111 LUI 11. Lli,111!,, .ill those· 
who ,·u11l11h11tc·d lll ,ud1 ,t 
wo1thy c·au"· 1111, y,·.11 we· 
,<llkc'lc·d \.n I ~7. whtL°II W.IS ,tll 
llll'IL",lst" ,ti ',I~~ (HI ll<>IJI l.i,t 
yc·,t I .\ '") WL' g1v,· ,I ,pc·,·1.1 I 
th:1111-., I<> \1tc·hL"lk l\1<l111m· .ind 
1'.,·v111 \11ll1v.111 1,,1 h.1\1t1g 
uilkc L,·d \:,.:4 7 ~ hc·Lwc·,·11 th,·111 
We· h,>p,· Lh,11 11,·,1 ~,·.11 \viii 
lw ,tll ,·v,·11 hc·tL,·1 ,uu·c·ss I h,1111-. 
~,Ht .1µ.1111 l!'sl< 11 will h,· \'<'I~ 
µ1.11,·1111 
l'oss1hly lo your ,urp11w. our 
l!<l\'L'11111iL'lll h:1~ 1ra111111g ~d10ols. 
~11d1 a, th,· lnt,·rnat1011,il l'ol1ce 
,\L".1dc•111y Ill \Va,h1ngfi:li1. I) C., 
1<>1 !ll1c·1gll c1!11,·11, who ,1,p11,· !<> 
h,· Jl,lrl "' lhL'II 11:111011,JI pol1L0 l' 
101 c·c I h,· pn,hk111 is. you ,111d I 
ale' p.1y111g )01 lh,·11 11.1111111g. 
These senators wondered how 
11 wa~ pos~1hle that this country 
,·an g1w money to countries for 
their pollc<.: system~. political 
surv,:11lanct·, and prison, and yet 
Jt the ~ame time cut money for 
ou1 domeslice 1mrrovemcnt. For 
exa'mplc. we will, give 
;.ipprox1111all'ly S2SO.OOO,OOO to 
I mlone,1;.i, who holds some 
55,000 political pmoners - while 
,11 the s;.irnc t11ne cutting 
$200.000,000 for U.S. child 
nutritwn'! 1 
On the front page of our last issue, we1pnnted the pictures of the 
thrt'e m:iyoral candidates. The photo captioned with Hunna Johns's 
name was not Mr. Johns, but Professor Dan Ratner of Cornell who 
spoke at the Nixon impeachment rally. 
The S1s1er, ol 
Tau Alpha Mu 
Halt Li S Support 
In B1.111I ,111,,· \'1(\4_ he'lw,·,·n 
~II ,111d I ~O p,·,,pk h:1v,· d1cd 
110111 1<>1 !111,• <li hc·.111ng~. lhc· 
g1c•,11 lll,1!<>111~· ,111c"<' I 'I(,;,.: I h1, 
11u111h,·1 do,•, tl()! 111L"ludc· th,· 
L'S[Ji11,IIL'd .::01) {() 3()() Jlc'IIJlic' 
!s.1lkd by Br.1111ia11 <lft-J111y 
pol 1c·c· I h,·rc· h.1vc· hc•c•n O\'L'I 
~0.000 ,1111,·11, 111tcrnc·d l<li 
pohl1c·,il r,·.1"111. ,111t·,· I 'lh~ and 
,1bou1 1.000 polil1c·al pn,onL·r, 
Ill 1ail now. the· 111:.JJ<lrlly ,,t 
whom hJ\,• hc'c'tl ,uh1L'L"lc·d 1,1 
L'XITl'lllc" {()Jlllr,· - lt>rtllll' the· 
Br.11111.111 g()\c'llllllL'III llll\\ 
oJfiL°l,tlly S,lilL'IIOII~ 1'111~ S,1111~' 
)!<l\'c'l lllllL'lll \\ ill rc•c"c'l\'c' ,;; 7-1 
11111!1<>11 l' S d"nar, 11,·,1 y,·.11 
unlc•" )'L>\I dc•m.1ml c:hJll!,!L's 
In South V1c·t11a111. the• ll111tl.'d 
Sia t,·~ ha~ I 1111,kd. ,1dVbl',I. and 
t1a111.:d S.11go11 P"l1,,: ,111d 
P<'IS(lnllL'I l 10111 pl 1~011 ~y~lt'lll~-
lt ha~ Jbo Jumlt'd. n>11~trut:l1l>ll 
ot South Vi<'tname~,: pn~on 
Bui wh.11 1, .1 pol1t1,al 
J' I I ' <l 11 L' I \ Ill ll L' ~ I y 
l111L'111.111,111,il. .1 11011-poht1c,tl. 
n , , 11 - , ,. , I ;1 1 1 ,1 11 . a 11 d 
11011-!(<lVc' rn llll'll ta I or!!,lll I i'a I 1011 
with ,·011,ult,11 l\t' slat u, 111 the 
ll1111L"d '.\i,111,llh. llll' ('ouncil of 
I 111,>p,·. :111d the' Orga1111:i!H>ll ol 
,\111,·r1,·.111 S!,llc',. ha~ a Vc'IY 
p1,1,·11,.il.dd111111<111 ol ,1 poht1c:al 
pn"11w1 .111d 1llP111c·, lor tra1n111g· 
1111c•111.1t1011al J'<lll,c' force•,. whL'll 
,I 11Ui11hL'I ,,, lhL'111 c•ngagL' Ill 
highly quc·~t1<ll1,1hl<.:' Jnd morally 
rL'PI diL'llSihk ,IL°l 1011' 01 
I c•t 111,· p,Hnl ,n11 ,1i1L,thl'r 
c·,.1111pk ot trJ111111g ~,hoob Ill 
1 h ,. l I S I' h c' I c• L" h n I ca I 
I 11 \ c' ~ t I g a t 11, 11, < ·o u r ~ ,· 1 ~ 
,llnd11ctl'll 111 the• B11rtkr l'a11nl 
\,J,kmy JI Lo~ l·re,1H>~. ·1 t·,a~. 
I hL'r,· ar,• ,1ho11t I h:'i st udc·nb 
lrnm _q c·oun111c•, lhL'rt'. ,11 a 
,,,,1 1,, 1111, ,·nuntry nf ,;; 1.7:'iO 
JlL'r ,t udc·nl. n1 ab,>ut ,1 quart,:r 
ll I ,1 1111111011 dollar~. I krc• 
l', pl 0,1 \ t·,. t c' rr1ir1s111. and 
lllL"L'dl,lrlL'~ ;}TL' Ille' prc·v,11l111g 
1..'l)llf~l'"'i 
i 
""1'11~011c·r~. ,)I ,onsc:ic'll,<' ·art' 
th,,,.,,. who .11c• 1mprbl1ned. 
Jcta111,:d, re~tnc·tL'd Llr Lllhc•rwist' 
,uhj,:L'IL'd Ill plly~1L·al .:oc•rl"ion or. 
r<.:'stnc·t1011 hv l"L'ason nf th<.:'ir 
rnnsdl.'lllillush· held tidief:,: "or·. 
,\~ Scnator Ahourelk ~lated 
on thL' floor ol the 
Se11,1LL'. "The nghl of every 
soverL'l!!ll nation to JcJI firmly 
with those cit11e11~ who have 
co11111111ted serious criminal act~. 
1s an 1nhcrL·nt right anJ cannot 
Ill' d1allengcd: But for any 
c:ountry to L'Xpt't:I assistance· 
Jrom the· Un1tt'J Statt's for 
1111t1al111!! poh.:1c, of terror and 
L"OllslJnl ,urvc1llance is 
ndic:ulou, ... 
'"Only hy dirc·t:t111g our sc:an:e 
fund~ to those' programs wl11d1 
con,t ru.:t. ratht'r I han destroy 
thL' soc1t1t1~, and l1v111g 
,·011dit1on~ ol our friends 
throughout till' world· L·an we 
c•v,:r llllpL' to J"t'gain lht' re~eet 
of t hl' millions of pc•opk who 
.:0111p11't' tht• real 111a111stay in 
c•vt·ry ~overt•1gn country." 
Sena~or Ahourt'll-. 's propos:ils 
wc•rc• dt'leJtcd only hecaus,: of 
th.: lac!-. nt public· outny. but J 
srn11la1 proposal 1s now 111 thL' 
llou~,: of Represt'nta t 1vt's. Wr1tt' 
your .:ongr,·~sman ,.ind Jc·manJ a 
halt to U.S. su1'1'port anti our 
111" n c y from those• forl'ign 
gll\"t'rlllllt'lllS Whtl t'llgagt' Ill 
~orwillan,·c. i111pri~o11111,:111. and 
ll>rturc nf its t:1ti1,:n~. 
. _Sincer'eiy._ 
,~_eorge L, Kennedy: 1;. 
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COMMENT Student's Futures 
Should Be ·Left to Students 
By Helsa & Ellen 
As a couple of con~erned students we would 
like to say something of family intervention in a 
college students life. 
We feel that if parents have enough trust in their 
children to send them away to college that that 
trust should remain no matter what the student 
should choose to do. This does not mean that the 
student' should ignore the parents nor that the 
child has full control over'what's done. It means 
thll.t parents should (and it' would be helpful if 
they did) advise and direct but should not dictate 
and demand. The final choice as to · choice of 
college, courses, major, whether or not to join a 
sorority or fraternity or who to see and who not 
to see should be left up to the student. 
Parents should realize that college life is 
different than home life. At home.the bedroom is 
"the forbidden place" (especially for members of 
the opposite sex). At college the room is not only 
a-bedroom but a-living room, dining room, kitchen 
.1 and entertainment room. Therefore parents should 
understand this and not jump to conclusions when 
other people (especially members of the opposite 
sex) are in the room or staying over. 
Parents should have enough confidence in 
themselves that they brought their children up to 
I be independent and make decisions for themselves. 
If the child doesn't know what's right and what's 
wron~ for himself by' now then its a little too late 
to try and teach them. The child might make a 
wrong decision (or what might seem to be wrong 
to \he parents - and it might be in the end) but at 
least he will have learned for himself and profit 
from this which is better than having the parent 
telling them what to do or what not to do. 
In conclusion, we feel that decisions concerning · 
the student's future should be left up to the 
student' and not the parent. 
littaa...¢ - /,/"' Hi r WE'RE YOUR. NEW-
CV OUND FRIE ND5 FR.OM B~ , ..... ...... \ Gene m t 'D L.11(.E TO ENCOUR.A.GE YOU 1 i! e-Y, U_~ THAi INVITATION WE GA.VE YOU/ 
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continued from page one 
an all girl dorm. They offered 
comments on the situation too. 
Lynn Saslaw stated, "I 
personally chose an all-girls 
dorm. I am not willing to 
move." Betty Jo Shanon· agrees 
with her dorm mate, saymg, "I 
am totally against going co-ed 
because Eastman is the cleanest 
dorm and Lyon the junkiest and 
we are all friends here." 
"Statements like, 'everyone 
who doesn't want to go co-ed ,s 
a lesbian' infuriated me. I would 
not mind going co-ed, just don't 
move me," argued Gail Kelly 
. To discover reacl!ons from 
females in the two Upper Quad 
dorms, a representative of 
Hous19_g and Dining called a 
meeting in Hood Hall last mght. 
Annette Larrier from Hood 
asked, "I lived in· Dorm 1 O last 
year. I know Dorm 9. All-girl 
dorms are quiet. Lyon is loud 
All-girl dorms arc clean. Lyon j~ 
Who's Who 
cu11r11111ecl rro111 p1.11,:e 011e 
dirty. Why didn't they correct 
this imstake last year?" 
A lot of Hood residents don't 
want to move either, out 
wouldn't obJect to the dorm 
going co-cd. 
Chris Nelson, chairman of the 
Housing and Dimng Committee. 
had this to say about the Hood 
meeting: 
'"Generally people want to be 
co-ed but they don't want to 
move. I want to make It cl~ar 
that the decision hasn't been 
made as to which dorm will go 
i.:o-L·d with Lyon: Hood, 
Rowland. or Eastman. The Hood 
meeting wa~ handled-a lot better 
than the Eastman one. There is 
not as much pressure on the 
grrls " 
It has also been decided that 
the change will not occur tlus 
semester. It may not occur m 
January either, but thmgs look 
pretty definite i"or next 
September if the switch 1s not 
made by second semt'ster. 
are approved by this board . 
letters of acceptance are sent to 
the students along with 
After the lists have been made questionna1rL·s that will be used 
out, Dean Brown meets with the lll drafting their biographies. to 
deans and division heads and appear 111 the book Each is also 
they compose the lrst of asked 1f he would lrke to buy a 
,students to be nominated. copy of the book in which this 
This list 1s sent to the Wlio's I b10gra phy will appear. Even 1f an 
Who board and they have a: elected student doesn't care to 
penod of time to confirm the I pur~~_ase a copy, each receives a 
- certihcate commemorative of 
nommat10ns. Once the names ihe honor. 
THIS IS NATIONAL DOUBLE TALK WEEK 
THIS JS NA T/ONAL DOUBLE TALK WEEK 
--DO YOU REALLY KNOW A-GOOD 
BAND WHEN YOU HEAR ONE? 
. . 
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VOnnegut Does it Again 
By1Rick Bernstein 
I couldn't wait any longer. I had to have 
another fix of Kurt Vonnegut. You see once }'OU 
read just a single novel of his you're hooked. You 
simp~y live from one novel to the next. His newest 
addition is Breakfast of Champions, which the 
author tells us has nothing to do with Wheaties or 
General Mills. 
However, this book differs in several ways from 
his previous efforts.· Although a child-like style 
combined with a tremendously versatile and 
science-fiction oriented vocabulary are preserved 
the most noticeable distinction is the illustrations'. 
The atJthor supplies us with his versions of 
everything from an asshole to etc. Many times the 
i!lustrations help to relay a thought in just the 
nght mood to the reader that mt:re · description 
could not achieve. 
Another difference is the use of himself as ·a 
character, and his constant comparing of 
characters to his parents. This is either done to 
satirize critics who are always -searching for 
auto_bi?graphical material or Vonnegut's way of 
adm1ttmg that he- draws his characters from his 
own life. 
The plot itself, loose as it is, deals with Kilgore 
Trout and Dwayne Hoover, both characters that 
have been in other Vonnegut stones. 
Kilgore Trout is a science-fiction writer. This 
provides an excellent literary device. Because 
Vonrtegut laces _several synopsises of Trout's novels 
thru-out the book, and they in turn provide 
-comedy and sometimes a neat observation of the 
human condition. For instance: 
-······-··--------· - .. --~------- -----·· ---- - __ , ________ _ 
Here is the plot::..A flying saucer creature named 
Zog arrived on·Earth to_ explain how wars could be 
prevented and how cancer _could be· cured. He· 
brought the information from, Margo, a planet 
~here the natives converse by mearis of farts and 
tap-dancing. -
Zog landed at night in Connecticut. He had no 
sooner touched down when he saw a house on fire. 
He r?shed into the house, farting and dancin_g, 
warmng the people about the terrible danger they 
_ · were in. The head of the house brained ,Zog with a 
golf club. Hi.is gives you a good idea of what I 
mean. 
· As for Dwayne H~over, the other main 
character, he is driven· mad by the bad chemicals in 
his head. Taken to its simplest form that's all 
insanity is, a matter of chemicals. 
Also fate who put them there. Vonnegut is a 
great believer in fate, and this is a central theme to 
many·of his books. Many times he merely accepts 
the great tragedies of life, in his books, as matters 
of fate beyon,<;l the control of anyone who stops to 
care. -., 
The book is a thorough delight to read. It's the 
_j:ype you'll plan a part of each day to read. Then 
you'll be_ hooked too. If you're interested in 
looking into his other novels they are Player.Piano, __ 
Mother Night, Canary in a Cathouse, Cat's-Cradle, 
God Bless You Mr. Rosewater, The Sirens of 
Titan, Welcome to the Monkey-House (a collection 
of short stories) and Slaughter House-Five (of 
movie fame). Many of them are in the ne.w 
paperback section of the first floor of the library. 
Breakfast of Champions is in hard cover, and its 
call no. is PS/3572/0S/B7. 
WICB AM/FM will conduct a 
fifty hour maJathon this 
- weekend to- benefit The 
Southern Tier Heart Association, 
beginning at 4:00 pm this Friday 
and continuing _until 6:00 pm-
- Sunday. Pledges will be accepted 
at 274-3216, 17 or x32I6 
x3217. ·' 
It is a fact that 57% of all 
deaths in Tompkins CQJlnty. are 
heart-related. Most of the funds 
raised will be used iii' TomP.kins 
County to purchase cardiology 
equipment and to aid in early 
detection of rh.eumatic fever, 
strep throat, and o"ther 
heart-related diseases. 
Besides having the WICB ' 
Radio phone lines open all . 
weekend to accept pledges, 
students in Ithaca will be able to 
donate money at ·any marathon 
remote location. WICB 
personalities· will be stationed at 
Willard Straight Hall at Cornell, 
the Triphammer Shopping Plaza, 
and at the corner of Tioga and 
State Streets near Rothchild's 
, .. a expect to f iffd 
sportswear shops itt -
a c_olle9~ .·towtt. -· · 
Sut yoM nelfere e,cpeded 
·. a"gthiHg fike. . . 
The · Couht,.11 Coi,p/e. 
r/,eJ: k110k/ wJ1l.1~ 
1'1ailtl,e.,,Ve 95'(/l 
' #4. -
-· ',. "- . 
_::.:...._:..;•}-,', J,l':-.: I 
Department Store 'throughout 
the weekend. 
WICff personality Fred Raker 
will be hosting the marathon 
staying awa~e for the entire fifty 
hours. During the weekend 
various Hearf Association 
officials, community leaders, 
doctors, nutritiq_.nists and 
personalities from WTKO · · 
WHCU, WVBR, and WEIV and 
•WCIC-TV will make 
appearances. ,_ 
AS an added attraction ·the 
final three hours - of the 
marathon will be televised ov·er 
local cable channel seven starting 
at 3:00 'pm Sunday. Students 
can obtain a limited supply of 
free audience tickets for the 
televised portion of the 
marathon at _ Egbert Union, 
Mayer's _ Smoke ·shop, and 
Willard Straight Hall. -
WICB Radio and the Southern 
Tier Heart Association urge 
everyone from the Ithaca 
College· Community~ to . give 
generously to help fighf the 
nation's number one killer: heart -
disease. · 
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By Billllenk 
Records, records and more records. Every week · 
a massive bulk of new releases flood the market. 
It's hard enough for disc jockeys to keep up wJ.th 
this incredible oversaturation, ar i the most we 
average· consumers can do is listen to our local 
progressive FM outlets. Still, inPvitably, most of us 
find ourselves picking up the various lps in the 
. famous (or infamous) groups happen to be doirig 
at the time. Well, whatever the channel, our 
interest and curiosity are aroused. Sometimes our 
interest is indeed justified in the final recorded 
result. Sometimes it's dudsville, and our 
well-earned cash has been reluctantly and 
unfortunately wasted. That is where where we 
· record reviewers fit in. We can forewarn you about 
the bombs, and alert you to the unfpreseen gems. 
. local record stores and asking ourselves, "I wonder 
what this sounds like1" Unfortunately, there's no 
real solution to our problem. Even record 
reviewers are hardly a so_lution. We can provide 
some insight, however slight, to the incredibly 
fickle world of the phonograph. 
Through all this prelude, what I'm trying to do 
is to call your attention to this one 1record, which 
would otherwise likely go unnoticed. Manticore 
Records, a new label, has recently released an Ip 
by a group they call Hanson. Never heard of 'em? 
You will. No doubt about it. 
. .. 
Like the mass of the record-buying public, we, 
the critics, often act upon impulse, Often that 
impulse. ·has been aided and/or' subverted by the 
various hype that springs forth from time to time, 
originating more often than not from · the 
profit-oriented record companies. Sometimes that 
publicity comes to us in the way of juicy bits 01 
information about what former members of 
The membership ot tne oand is what 'initially 
raised my curiosity. Former members of the 
second Jeff Beck Group are finally beginning to 
surface. Drummer Cozy Powell's new band, 
, Bedlam (also featuring _guitarist Dave Ball, 
formerly of Proco! Harum) recently released an 
undistinguish~d hard-rock Ip on Chrysalis. Here we 
find Beck's"' dynamic bass player, Clive Chaman, 
with Conrad Isidore, drummer on assorted 
'· . 
Rumor Has It ... 
By Mike Hunt 
Rumor has it, that a top 
college administrator from 
Jo bland (see Ithacan· volume 4 7, 
no.8, page 13, Column 1) woke 
Jup in a cold sweat last week. 
Although jt's not unusual for 
this administrator to wake up in 
a cold sweat, it is unusual that 
he did after dreaming about The 
Ithacan. After much spying, 
sighing, seeking, peeking, roving 
and roaming, Mike Hunt 
happened upon the contents of 
that ,dream. The dream· started 
long ago and far away in 
downtown Ithaca where once 
upon a time Ithi:ca College was 
located. In· the dream, the 
administrator sans faculty and 
students of Ithaca College came 
together in a meeting. The 
purpose of the meeting was 
innocent -indeed, to produce a 
harmless school newspaper. This 
goal was soon achieved by that 
brash, brave, bold, bored band 
of butchers. For many years The 
Ithacan florished with such 
headline stories as ... "Bill 
Breaks-up with Barbra," "Bill 
Break:;-up with Susan", "Band 
of Students Caught Stealing 
Chalk," "Eating Goldfish" ... and 
such fantastic editorial 
suggestions as "Moving Campus 
to Bigger and Better Facilities", 
"Let's Move LC. To a New 
Location", "Let's Get Out of 
Town". The ithacan (and many 
others) had a dream and the 
administrators saw it -and said 
"It was good" and that great 
trek up·the·hill began. And the 
Administrators saw that The 
Ithacan (of Bill and-fame) was 
homeless and cold. And . the 
Administration gave The Ithacan 
a mountain, a land of ink and 
type to protect and nuture, The 
Welit_ Towe~. Suddenly without 
warning, campuses led by the I 
school newspaper rose up in 
protest. After taking an initial 
wait and see attitude, (six years) 
The Ithacan entered the foray. 
Now the headlines 
read ... ''Johnson Stinks", 
. "Dillingham Out, Phillips In", 
and "Bill Breaks Up With 
George•;: Finally the flames of 
conflict subsided and campus 
and , newspapers all across the 
nation calmed considerably. The 
Ithacan (still "several years 
behind the times) continued in 
its fiery protests. One day the 
Administration saw that The 
Ithacan was no longer good, and 
'sent in The Business 
Administration Department to 
smite the home of The Ithacan 
with a mighty sword. After 40 
days and 40 nights of wandering, 
they at last found a 
home ... Landon .. And a aampaign 
was launched to tum The 
Ithacan into a scandal sheet. 
Every method of disruption 
available·· was utilized. Names 
were misspelled, titles were 
mixed up, pictures were lost or 
switched and finally as a last 
. resort, they turned to Mike 
Hunt, Rumor Reporter. 
At this point, the 
Administrator woke up 
breathing quickly and sweating 
profusely. He frantically turned 
to his night table and was 
reassured by the fact that there 
was no Ithacan on it. Theret:ore, 
through deductive reassuring 
rationalization and 
self-preservation, he reasoned 
that The Ithacan must not exist .. 
·He slowly reached up, turned off 
the light and slept peacefully. 
And to that· certain 
Administrator who does not 
believe that The Ithacan and this 
· column does exist...Pleasant 
Dreams and good night. 
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Stephen Stills and Joe Cocker sessions, and Jean 
Roussell, organist-pianist for Cat Stevens' Catch 
'Bull At Four. The trio are joined and lead by 
·guitarist-vocalist-songwriter, Junior Hanson. 
Although unfamili11r with his background at this 
poirit, I can tell you that he is one hell of a 
guitarist and a fine singer to boot. And the fme 
upfront bass ·work of Chaman appears to be the 
perfect complemenJ for the guitar .. work of 
Hanson. Roussell's electric piano and organ weaves 
in and out, soloing at times, giving the work a 
jazz-rock feel. A perfectly matched band, from all 
indications. 
The music itself is best described as a cross 
between Jimi Hendnx and Sly and the Family 
Stone; a hybrid of jazz, rock and soul, though very 
definitely rock based and dominated. Normally 
one would not dare compare a new band with 
talents the stature of Hendrix or Sly. But m this 
instance the comparison not only fits, but fits 
quite well. This is definitely a band with a future. 
Mario Medious, former promoter supreme, has 
found himself a potential supergroup. No question 
about it. Thank you Mario. 
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·Goodbye ... ·Road: 
One Good Album, 
-
One Dust Collector 
By Glen F~I 
Elton John's latest release is a double album 
called Goodbye Yellow Brick Road. Bernie Taupin 
penned the lyrics of .all of the songs included in 
the album anQ provided the listener with some 
interesting diversions a·mong all of the 
mini-biographies included on th.e two discs. 
Funeral for a Friend, the orily instrumental on 
the album, sets things off at a rather ominous 
pace. Dave Hentschel who is featured on the 
A.R.P. Synthesizer comes on with one of those "it 
was a dark and gloomy night" trips which later 
blends into something resembeling a rock opera 
overture. All but· the last cut on the first side deals 
with death. The most memorable of these being a 
tribute of sorts to Marilyn Monroe who was seen 
as something "more than sexual" by John and 
Taupin. Bennie and the Jets "closes out side one 
with a tongue-in-cp.eek look at youth culture and 
rock star idoltry. 
Thematically, side two of disc one is made.J.Jp of 
songs of significant social comment. It all begins 
with the title song that tells the tale of a country 
boy who has an unpleasant and de-humanizing 
experience with the city people and their ways and 
leaves all of the city-folk behind to go back to the 
country where his future lies Beyond the yellow 
brick road Related cuts are This Song Has No 
Title, Grey Seal and I've Seen That Movie Too. 
Jamaica Jerk-Off provides all the levity required 
on this side. Not exactly what one would e.xpect 
to find in a travel brochure, Jamaica Jerk-Off may 
well enhance the tourism prevalent in that sunny 
island. 
The last two sides are real downers, or what one 
might prefer to call fillers for a two album set. The 
team of John Jnd Taupin come very close to 
plaigensm on Your Sister Can't Twist (But She 
Can Rock and Roll). Does that sound anything at 
all Ii ke a tune released by Loggins and Messina? 
The remaining songs run from an affinity for 
ultra-violent:e to the saga of a small time gangster 
to the middle'-class lament of Roy Rodgers to a 
song about the demise of a sixteen-year-old 
lesbian. Only occassional lifts are provided the 
listener through Tau pin's often strained lyrics. 
Like so many instances in the past, a grou'p that 
has produced many worthwhile single albums 
comes out with a double album that seems to be 
missing. something by .filling in the blanks with a 
wealth of superflous material. This seems to be 
pretty much the case with Goodbye Yellow Brick 
Road. While there are several peaks in the 
performance on these two discs, most of them· 
occur on two sides thus leaving the listener with 
one good album and one dust collector. 
Well, Goodbye Yellow Brick- Road and so long 
Elton John and Bernie Taupin, at least for a while. 
GIANT CLUB STEAK SAt'IDWICt\ \.oo 
HICK 
MUSIC STOR 
20 I s>rio~a SL. 
I l ha(' a • N • Y . 
272-8262 
-Now- ~pes 
a11d ~ecords · 
AVE='. 
Laµgh Whe-n You 
, 
Like - H,aterical_l 
B y Fred Raker 
interviewing -(unedited· _and uncut) Mrs. M'.ul~ah 
who screams and promises to mash her kids; n 
·caring that she is on national television. 
Jerry Stiller and Am;i.e Meara-better known as 
Stiller and Meara-h~~ an album entitled Laugh 
When You Like. The title is most fitting when you 
find out there is no live audience. chuckling in the·. 
background or a laugh track screaming hysterically 
emphasizing which are the jokes. 
Mom, I Just Met This Girl And ... is a skit abo 
a son who 'calls his mother for the first time in 
years. He tells. her that he is getting ·marrie 
"Mom, you're not- number one anymore." Mo 
answers, "Don't worry, I'll try harder." Th 
conversation c~>ntinues with the son explainin 
that 1the girl,--Diane, is of a different faith,- but sh 
is a singer on TV. This excites his mother ani:t' sh 
inquires, "Who does she sing with? He replies, 
WriUen by the husband and wife team, Laugh 
--When You Like rµns the gamut from Hershey 
Horowitz Meets Mary Elizabeth Doyle to Mr. and 
Mrs. Chou En Lai. Interspersed are Rhoda Blabbit 
From Hollywood, Dr. Anne Fluthers, and many 
"Th& Supremes." .. _ . 
Like Ivory, the album is -''99 and 44/10 
percent pure" (pure_ comedy, that is). Howeve 
there is a· touching moment at the_end of the seen 
bet:ween Hershey Horowitz and Mary Elizabet 
Doyle. (They are brought together by a comput 
match-up service). He ,is _Jewish, she is -an Irb 
Catholic. Things don't seem to be working out f 
them. But just as they are about to leave eac 
other, Hershey says, "Hey, Mary Elizabeth, I lik 
you." She responds, "I like you." Hershey the 
wishes Mary Elizabeth a Merry Christmas and sh 
wishes him a Happy Chanukah-although· she ha 
trouble pronouncing it correctly. Finally, Hershe 
says, "Hey, you know, it really isn't tha 
others. · 
Jerry_ Stiller does a great .impression of Or. 
Irving Stillman in Dr. Fillman's Feet-Off Diet. It's 
a simple and easy way to take feet off you body. 
You only take 8 breaths of ;iir a day, then stop 
eating. Commentator: "-But if you only take 8 -
breaths a day you cpuld die." Fillmai:i (laughing) 
answers, "Yes, but you won't gain weight." · 
Another bright spot-and there were many-was 
the scene between Mr. and Mrs. Chou En Lai. 
They're in _ bed and Mrs. En Lai complains she 
hasn't had enough loving from Chou. He 
apologi.zes, hut it was because the Nixon's were 
sleeping next door. A discussion of the American 
visitors follows. Chou says he took them to the -
"ballet, the Great Wall..." "Yes," says his wife, 
"but did you see what he wrote 9n the wall? 
'Dickie Loves P.at."' 
important." - -. 
I can only compliment Stiller and, Meara f 
they did a great job with Laugh When You Lik 
The material was extremely funny and clever ( wit 
a little touch of tenderness) and most --of all 
enjoyable. It was nice to listen to a comedy albu 
and be able to laugh when things were funny-an 
Walter Cronkite gets into the act with Regina 
Margaret Mul_cahy, Middle American. Stiller plays 
Walter - Flen1cite~ tlie host of Third Sunday, I laughed a lot! -
Marigolds to Bloom at Cornell 
A play with one of the longest ·. 
and most ungainly titles in ·· 
years-a · winner of both -the 
Pulitzer Prize and the New York 
Drama Critics Circle Award as 
best dr<1ma of the 1970 
seas on--is scheduled for 
production by the Cornell 
University Theatre. Paul Zindel's 
The Effect of Gamma RlQ's on 
Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds 
opens in Drummond Studio on 
November 8 and conti_nues for a 
run of stven performances 
November 9-11 and 15-17 at 
8: 15 PM. The weirdly-titled play 
deals touchingly with a 
slatternly divorcee and her two 
teen-age daughters, living in an 
e m o t i o n a I 1 y - s c,o -r ch e d 
togetherness. . 
. Tickets are on sale at the 
Theatre Box Office, lower floor 
of Willard Straight Hall, 
November 5 through 16, with 
selling-hours of 12:00-3:00 PM, 
Monday through Friday. 
Telephone reservations may be 
made by calling 256-5165 during 
Box Office hours. 
Whe·n the play had its 
·acclaimed first success in New' 
Y0rk in the :;pring of 1970; 
Zindel (a high school science 
teacher-turned-playwright) was 
given -the accolade of .being 
-ealled by Walter· Kerr, in th~ 
'New York Times,· "one of 9ur 
most promising new writers for 
he stage." Ten months - later 
Zindel fulfilled that - promise 
with a second warmly-received 
play, A
0
nd Miss Reardon Drinks a 
Little. ..,,,_ . ~ - -· 
: ~-
___ _;.·~· r 
Marigolds .. .is set in. the 
shabby home of a f_rustr!lted 
woman named Beatrice, who 
slouches about in a dressing 
gown, chain-smokes constantly, 
sips whisky frequently, and, out 
of fury at the disappointments 
· in her life, pours a stream of 
cutting sarcasm upon her two 
daughters, whom she considers 
her worst afflictions. Indeed, the 
two girls seem less than prize 
progeny. Ruth, the elder, · is 
pretty but incipiently a slut. 
Matifda is plain, wistful, 
painf!JIIY shy, lavishing the love 
her mother rejects on a pet 
rabbit and compensating fQr the 
stunting circumstances of her 
family life by devi;loping a 
brilliant gift for science in her 
school. 
It is Matilda's school 
experiment with the effects of 
atomic rays on marigold seeds 
that -gives the play a title which 
is both literally and symbolica 
significant. It is Matilda who 
able to dimly grasp the pla 
theme - that people~ as well 
marigolds, can be damaged 
hostile rays, though some, 11 
herself, are strangely enrich 
thereby. 
A double cast rotat 
appearances in the sev 
performances, with Rand 
Berman and Catherine Rus, 
seen as Matilda, Bonnie .. Coli 
and Kathryn Ganss appearing 
Beatrice, and Marla Frumkin a 
- Linda McCandless QPrtray1 
Ruth. Nanny is played-oy; Lin 
McCandless and Teri Carrazzo 
Janice is played by Alice Lem 
and Teri Carrazzone. . -
Peter A. Stelzer has· direct 
the ylay. William Rossow 
1>cenic. designer. Costumes are 
Kathy Ottobre. Henry fuillo 
lighting designer, ·while·· sou 
for the play ·has been qe:sign 
by Stelzer. 
ARTHUR FIEDLER TO OPEN POPS 
For the 'third year in a row, Guest Conductor ArthJJr Fiedler wtl 
open the Syracuse Symphony Pops series at Temple_A_dath Y~sh~r~ 
with· another of his unique Pops programs combmmg cho1ce--bit 
. from the classics. with some contemporary-favorites. The -openin 
program of the series of five.cabaret-styli concerts 'Yill take _pl~cr·o 
Sunday evening, November 18th, at 9·p.m. ·, · J 
Arthu~ Fiedler wiirget the evening off to a ro}'.al start wi~h !h~ ~~te 
Music which George F1~derick Handel composed,t<> entertain q~org 
IJt's courtiers ,at a regal.riv~~ party. This wilf be f oITowed by ·on.7 o 
the most romantic of all Violin Concertos, Tchaikovsky's c;:on_c~_rt 
for Violin and Orchestra in D major, Opus 35.,The soloist:will·J,fth 
.bnlliant young Kore_an violinist, Dong-Suk·.K;.mg. ·. · ·., .. 
In a more contemporary vein, the 1:m_1si~· ?n the latt~r h~lf .?-,t~h 
program includes Ralph Vaughn ,Wil,!iams: popul~r. ~.ant~sr .... ~ 
Greensleeves " -selections from Leonard Bernstein s West ~1d 
Story", and- ~n orchestral vei:sion of Melanie's "Look..Whatt~~r'v 
Done· t~ My Song~: · - · . """'. :.;i;~: ~ 
•• ,+ ·- .;• • 
. ~ . . ,, -
. -;:; ...... .-~,./~-! .- .. ::;··~·~·~?:;;~}~~~:r)-~:~ .. ..... ; .. ,.~ ... •.,:~· :r:· - --
• , ':"'\Jc,~ 
-1· 
.,.:.·· ~ ···-1--1-.: : 
- .•· -
ying Prog:,:essiv~ly· 
By Bill Henk 
Well I ean't say as it came totally unexpected. 
he signs had been there since early May. The disc 
·ockeys themselves had considered it as "only a 
atter of time". And last week it finally 
appened .. WHCN-FM in Hartford, Conn. uttered, 
its final"progressive breaths and died its inevitable 
death. The autopsy will show a combination. ~f 
atural arid unnatural causes. And while its passing 
ay not initially n:iean a hell of a lot to man~ of 
ou, WHCN was but· one of a rare and rapidly 
ying breed, Hartford's answer to Boston's WBCN, 
ew York's WNEW and Long Island's WLIR. 
Owned and operated by the Concert Network, 
hich also --owns and operates WBCN in Boston, 
HCN had just this past summer celebrated it's 
·ourth birthday as a stellar representative of the 
ree-form progressive alternative. The beginning of 
he end for WHCN came in early May of this year. 
ntch Hastings, owner and president of the 
'oncert Network, hired a new station manager for 
VHCN, replacing Randy Mayer, who had been 
here since the beginning. Richard Paisley was his 
epJ"acement. Programmers at · HCN were 
mmediately at odds ·with this new man. For 
aisley lacked what would seemingly be the first 
equirement of a person inheriting such a position. 
Ile had absolutely no background whatsoever in 
the ways and means of progressive radio. He 
hreatened to bring in the FM network news, he 
enforced censorship rules, he dropped the "rider 
cport", and disallowed a scheduled WHCN "rare 
tapes" program from running. Mitchrlastings had 
urchased a SIS ,000 automation system which 
tood in the Chief Engineer's office, prompting 
umors of automated top 40 and automated 
rogressive. 
"What the hell was gonna happen?", everybody 
vanted to know. But neither Hastings nor Paisley 
vere saying. Communications between 
rogramming and management reached a peak 
ow Pulse and ARB r.atings showed HCN's 
er~entage share ~f audience in Hartford and New 
laven to be far below the pa§.t year's levels. WPLR 
n New Haven was "the --major villain, and 
1rogrammers at HCN frantically searched for 
nswers. "What's wrong here", they wanted to 
·now. The station didn't seem to be operat1Jtg any 
ifferently than it had in the past. Things s11emed 
o simmer down when the automation system was 
eturned to its purchasee and the station and sales 
nanagers were relocated on lower floors, easing 
he day-to-day tensions and relaxing working 
·onditions for the djs. A congenial shift in 
ersonnel found the program director returning to 
1s original and preferred position a~ music 
irector with the chief engineer now doubling as 
he program director. 
Th.eir problems however, were far from over. 
am Kopper was fired when, after one wa_ming, he 
Iayed a _$.Ong with a no-no in it. Exit Debbie 
llman to a. higher paying job with a similar 
tation in Cleveland. Replacements came in and 
hings started· to pick up o,rice again. Things 
·eemed to be going well until suddenly, without 
anting, Paisley and Hastings struck again. And 
gain there was· no communication. WHC~'s 
rogra_m director had to find out about the change 
Y reading it ir• Bill Gavin's weekly radio report. 
nter Paul Nesbitt as program director. His goal is 
o tighten up the format,·a format which features 
restricted and weeded out record library and a 
i ngles rotation. Speaking to Paut Payton 
"Country Paul"), he told me the djs there were ajl 
'looking into other possibilities". 
And so concludes.. the saga of one of the last 
'ew England strongholds ..... of . the free-form" 
lternative to. "all the hits al_! the time" aniJ "the 
its j~st..keep on coming", leaving just four similar 
tations to carry on. It's a shame, really. We lose' 
gain, to· the profit-minded individuals with no 
usical )nterests in our ·well-b~ing. 
·~ 'y"''~ ~ .. ~--r~· \~ : ,,;;i' .. ~·.- , .. 
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PURLIE IS VICTORIOUS 
By Pam Fox 
Purlie Victorious, last Tuesday's afternoon and 
evening Green RoQm production was both moving 
in content and form. The opening musical number . 
was colorful and grand, as it carried that unique 
soulful beat of black gospel song, setting the mood 
for the post Civil War allegory to come. Though 
the plot was set in the Southern plantation era, the 
script was a thoroughly relevent metaphor for 
much of what goes on in today's world and years 
that have passed between. 
The story line: How the black plantation 
worker (supposedly freed from slavery, but still in 
the same social economic cha.ins) through strength, 
inspiration, cleverness, and humor frees himself 
from the oppression of an old blithering white fool 
(who arrogantly oppresses and cheats his black 
employees) through the power of his position as 
boss. The man who, because he puts food (and 
rotten at that) in their mouths and a ·roof over 
their heads feels, that he can rape their daughters 
and wives, ',110rk everyone to the bone, and then 
continuously rip them off. 
The cast was strong. Their comic timing and 
roles were sharp. A lot of energy and ·real 
interaction came down on the stage. Jerry Turner 
put out a tremendous amount of enthusiasm and 
power, in the role of Purlie. He truely brought 
black poetic imagery to light, along with pride, 
determination~ and perception! I felt at times. he 
might have used -alittle less yelling and tried other 
vehicles with which to expresses the power and 
intens~ty of his words. 
I find myself wanting to mention everyone. 
Shirley Hairston as Missy Judson Purlie's cousin, 
. carried her .funny and personable, yet difficult . 
character through the play without breaking once, 
really having the rhythm of that role inside of her. 
Ryspodii (Sporty) King as Gitlow Judson was 
subtle and incredibly comic and consistent in his 
role. Convincing as well were Yvette Kitchen ~s 
Lutiebelle Gossie Mae Jenkins, Carol Pounder 
( with those eyes) as Idella Landy, Michael Jacobs 
THREE STUDENT RECITALS 
Three student musical programs, scheduled at 
the Ithaca College School of Music this weekend, 
are free to the public. 
A varied recital at l p.m. Friday (Nov. 9) will be 
given by Rushia LaVae Johns9n, mezzo-soprano; 
Carol Peugh, piano; Den~ Nickford and Paula 
Remi~k, clarinet; Robert Sterljng, tuba; Suzanne 
Schwartz and Kim Cappelli, flute. Pupils of. 
Professors· Angus Godwin, Mary Ann Covert, 
Robert Schmidt, James Linn and David Berman, 
they will perform music by Mozart, Ravel, 
Gaubert, Dvorak, Fracken_pohl and Locatelli. 
The annual Fall recital of Mu Phi Alpha, 
national professional music fraternity for men, will 
be presented at 8:15 p.m. Friday (Nov. 9). 
Paul Greenberger . will play his senior piano . 
recital at 2 p.m. Saturday (Nov. 10). His program 
includes D. Scarlatti's Sonatas in C, G and A Major 
and D Minor, Beethoven ·s "Moonlight" Sonata, 
Bach's French· Suite No. 2 in C Minor, and 
. Moussorgsky's descriptive suite, Pictures at ari 
.Exhibition. Greenberger is studying at the Music 
School-with Stevenson Barrett. 
as Charlie Cotchpee, and Richard Wesp as the O'lc 
Captain Cotchpee. Se- I_ did mention all the main 
cast. 
The directing by Russel Basnight seemed weak 
at times, in terms of blocking; the depth, however, 
of character interpretation, and the fact that 
everyone seemed to have a unified and clear 
conception of mood and themes, was what carried 
-Purlie Victorious. The black outs were too long 
and. the performances were · not technically 
pohshed, but people were really talking and 
interacting with each other, they believed in what 
they were collectively saying and stayed animated 
and alive throughout the play. That's sincere, 
that's interesting, and that 1s what moved me. 
·MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
. 11,ei•lizi111 in 
All .Smoker's ~ppliea 
Paperbound Boob 
Pipe. Repairs 
. .,,,.;_ 
Magazines 
_Newspapers 
*•x( r • ,,,.,," ,,,.,,, 
JII E. lt•t,_lf. 
-~~~· In A~'! Get Acquainted_ 
418 Bddy Stratt4:. 
Handcrafted Leal her: Handbags C $ 12.99-$24. 99). 
Sk,innv Belts ($I. 99-$4.991. 
HOURS: IOAM-6PM 
Watchbands And Wristbands-. 
Wide Belts. Key Rings, 
·Barettes, Wallets. etc. 
Copper Enamel Jewelry 
Macrome-Painlings 
--· MON.-SAT ·· .,~." ~ · 
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HOME STYLE. COOKING 
Coming 
Attractions 
By Sam Milgrim 
First let me apologize on On The Waterfront 
last week. What it boiled down to was the fact that 
the distributer did not send us the film. However, 
they (Swank Films lnc.Htave assured us that if it 
1s in tht:ir power, it will nett happen again. We hope 
to reschedule On the Waterfront in the near 
future, once again I apologize Now, on to bigger 
and better things. 
The Ithaca Flick this weekend (Nov. IO and 11) 
1s a film that many said would never be made 
because its primary source is "so crazy". It is 
based Qn Kirk Vonnegut Jr.'s novel and it is called 
Slaughterhouse S. This 1972 Cannes film festival 
winner, directed by George Roy Hill and starring 
Michael, Sacks, Sharon Gans and Holly--Near is 
excellent indeed. It is satirical fantasy about the 
life of one man, one Billy Pilgrim who becomes. 
"unglued" in time. The film takes Billy and us 
with h,im from war time Drcsdm to Philadelphia 
tar in the· future to Tralfamadore, a planet in outer 
space. Hill's directing is superb and coupled· 
excellent acting, it make~ fantastic and very 
pleasurable viewing. 
Slaughterhouse S will be presented on 
November 10 and 11 at 7 and '>.30 in TIO'.! for 
$:75. . ' 
Thanksgiving vacation ends on Nov. 26 and on 
December I and· 2 we start one of the best Ithaca 
Flicks months ever with Charly. This very moving,: 
very touching film starring Cliff Robertson and 
Claire Bloom is the story of a mentally retarded 
man of 30 whose psychology 1s a mere 6 years old. 
111.: is happene<l upon hy a doctor who believes 
th,1t he can he "curt:d" through surgery. An 
op..:ration takes place and the results are 
~uccessful, hut. short lived. 
Charly 1s the story of a man made lftelligent 
enough to watch lus slow tlechne back to 
chil<lhood. IL is one of the lllost praise<l films of 
recent y..:;,irs an<l It <leservt:s JII the praise it has 
gntten. I( will be prest:nted on Decemht!r I and 2 
al 7:00aml '>:JO in TI0.2 for :$.75. 
Palton <lirccted by Franklin Sd1affnt:r and 
~tarnng Georgi.:('. Scott. Karl Mal<len and Edwar<l 
Burn, is next 111 the Dt:cemhi.:r line up. It 1s the 
story of General Gi.:orgt: S. Patton, a deeply pious 
and equally dci:ply prot:rne m;,in. Tht: film llepkts 
'Lill' rise to fallll' an<l thi: cqu;,illy long fall to 
disgrace of till~ master soldier. This six academy 
aw;,in! winner i~ superb viewing and just as 
sup.:rhly t:nterta111111g. -
Palton will ht: presented on Dt!ct!mber K an<l 9 
111 TI0.2 at 7:00;,ind •J:JO fur S.75. 
i'lso co111111g up 111 December and next semester 
Somelimes A Creal Notion an<l Whal's Up Doc. 
Hut. more details next week. 
By MOM 
hope you haven't been starving to death for· 
the past two weeks, · but because of spac·e 
limitations and my wanting to give Handy Uncle 
Andy ,a chance to debut, you haven't had any 
delicacies to cook lately. Ever since I began this' 
column, I've been appealing to the college 
community to send forth any and all favorite 
recipes that anyone might want to share. I was 
really excited when I received two interesting 
recipes from Vice-President of Student Affairs,. 
Gus Perialas. One is a Greek gourmet's delight and 
the other has a name that will definitely appeal to 
the IC campus., ,. 
GREEK "STEFADO" 
I English cut pot roasf 
25-30 small onions 
½ cup olive oil 
½ cup· wine vinegar 
I small-can tomato pasta 
3 bay leaves 
garlic, allspice, cloves 
salt and pepper 
Bring two pots of water to a boil. Cut the meat 
in large hunks and place in one pot of boiling, . 
water. Bring to a second boil and then cool meat 
in cold water immediately. Pour, the second pot or1 
boiling water over the onions, let sit for a minute 
and then skin onions. Soak the peeled ,onions in 
cold water for ½ hour. 
In the bottom of a stewing pot place, pJace the 
meat and cover it with the onions and 4 or 5 
slivers of garlic. Sprinkle ½ tsp. of both cumin and 
allspice, 3 bay leaves, and 3 cloves on top along 
with the salt and pepper you desire. Pour the 
vin~gar, oil and tomato paste ( dilluted with water. 
to form I cup).over"the contents of the pot. Cover 
and stew over low heat for 2 and ½ hours. Keep 
covered, but periodically stir the contents by 
swiftly rotating the pot. 
Serve over noodles with a salad on the side. 
. . . 
' ' 
************* 
CHICKEN SUPREME A' LA DRUNK 
r·split broiler, chicken 
l /8 lb butter 
l cup dry vermouth 
l small can of mushrooms 
½ pint ~oured cream 
minced. garlic, onion, tarragon 
salt and pepper 
Salt, pepper, and season the chicken with the 
above spices. 
Saute chicken in frying pan with the butter. 
After chicken is browned on both sides, add the 
vermouth, cover, and lower the heat to allow the 
contents to simmer. Stew for 25 minutes, turn 
chicken and add mushrooms. Stew for an 
additional 25 minutes. Remove chicken from the 
wine and juices, and stir the soured cream into 
them. Place chicken over a bed of noodles or white 
rice and he sauce over it: 
************* 
Both recipes can be prepared at a~reasonable 
price and will please the pickiest of !Jl()Urmets. 
I want to thank Gus for sharing his recipe with 
us, hopefully it will spur others in my reading 
audience to do likewise. 
Next we~k some hints on an uncoventionally 
conventional Thanksgiving dinner. 
Follies Puppet~ ·1ewitcll_ 
By Cathy Lynch 
This Halloween, at the witching hour, an 
honestly entertaining puppet show flashed in front 
of a too-small but extremely lucky audience of 40 
people. Working since September, four members 
of the Follies Puppet Company presented their 
b nght and bouncy Halloween presentation 
comp I et e with breathing houses, startling 
explosions, nice sound effects, and hilarious 
characters. Such elements brought deservjng 
rounds of applause several times during the.course· 
of the show. 
Puppeteers Robert Hanford, Jan Praeger, Mark 
Luigi and Sue Widerman spent their time and $130 
earned from doing shows this summer on the 
impressive production. An attractive set and 
;lmazingly professional puppets coordinated well 
with the excellent music written by Steve 
Schneider. The script, under the auspices of Kip 
Rosser, revealed many clever bits which were 
facilitated by the often skillful manipulation of 
the puppets. 
Occasionally, however, the audience caught 
sight of a couple of hands and a couple of tops of 
heads, but no one seemed to mind. It could be 
noted that some or the voices used could have . 
been louder and the overall production could have 
been smoother, but the total effect left every 
viewer smiling. 
The consensus was that the show should have 
been longer, since it was so enjoyable. If you 
missed this one, take hope. If the future Follies 
presentations are of the same calibre of the 
Halloween show, they should be seen. 
MON NIGHT F'OOTB.\I.L 
TUES HAPPY HOUR 
WED HAPPY HOUH 
THUR MUG CLUB 
COLOR TV. $LOO PITCHERS. SOcts. SKIP & CO NAKED 
25cts. BEER (BUD & GENNY {:HEAM A~E) 
25 cts BEER (BUD & GE_NNY C.REAM ~LE) 
IOcts. BEER (BUD & GENNY CREAM ALE) . 
F'RI HAl'l'Y HOUR 
SAT HAPPY HOUH 
SUN PRO CA~ES SPECIAi. 
2Scts. BEER$ 1.00 PITCHERS (BUD&. GENNY C~EA \I \I.F) 
25cts .. BEER $.1.00 PfTCHERS ( -BUD & GEN_NY'CRE>.M ALE) 
COLO~ TV $1.oo·PITCHERs .. so cts. SKIP & GO NAKED 
FRI&. SAT MOST MIXED DRINKS S(kti-. BUD. GENNY CR'EAM ALE. & LABATTS ON DRAFT 
EXTRA SPEC'IALS TUES. NITE THIS WEEK'S SOcts SPECIALS 
SLOE GIN FIZZ 
STINGER SOcts. ., 
-RUM AND COKE 
108 ~AURORA_ ST. 
_ .. ; ~ ·~·,· ... ' ...... ~"'" . -· . ~ . . ' ,, 
..... , .. 
.. ·.:-- - . ·.. ,,:;.-
· ~: D~cepi~ker~- ~ .tQ_ :~~rfo~ .. at -Mall 
. . ·,_-. : -. ._ -- --. -... - - -: - :: .; ~~-~ · '- ~~rgehr~~~;. - C~ell 
Joyce- -Morgenr9th, Ellen 
altonstall -and Wendy Rol:lgers, 
hree members of- Among 
ompany, . a New .York City 
ance · company, will be joining _ 
he Ithac.a Dancemakers for their · -
·oncert at the -DeWitt Mall 
tudio qn November- 9, 10, & 
I I . The Friday and Sunday 
1erformances will be ·at 8: 15 
>M. There. will be two -
1erformances on Saturday at 7 
\'.. 9 PM. They will be performing 
Vendy ,Rodgers' Sugar Magnolia. 
n addition, Ms. Rodgers has 
·horeographed a solo for 
)ancemaker Chas Bruner. Sugar 
tagnolia · will be accompanied· 
, y an electronic score by 
·tephen Drews, a membei: of 
!other Mallard's Portable 
!asterpiece Company. Chas 
lruner will be accompanied by a 
.:ading of a short story from 
tephen Katz's Creamy and 
elicious. _ 
The three dancers- were in 
thaca this Summer participating 
n the Cornell Summer Dance 
'rogram. Ms. · Morgenroth 
lirected a- repertory workshop, 
nd at the end of the session 
ri.:sented Rough-fruited Cinq 
·oil. Ms. Saltonstall and Ms. 
{odgers studied advanced 
~chnique - with _ guest tea(?her 
'dcr Saul and performed in 
,ther workshop pieces. 
'66, returned to-'Com~ll-to teach 
dance for thre_e years before 
{eavirig_ for New York City. 
There she s_tudied· ·with Dan 
Wagoner and Viola Farber. Last 
Winter, she was a guest te~cher 
·a·t Sweet Briar College in · 
Virginia and she has taught at 
the Farber studio when the 
-:company was · on tour. Ellen 
Saltonstall graduated from 
Cornell in 1970. In the Spring, 
--1972, she performed at Cornell 
as a member of Twyla Tharp's 
Farm Club. Currently, she is a 
·member of the Elaine Summers 
Dance Company,.._ performing 
with them this past· September 
at the Museum of Modem Art in 
'New York. Wendy Rodgers 
,danced with the-Moveable Feast 
Dance Cornpa~y in California 
before coming to New York and 
joining Among Company. She 
studies· with Merce Cunningham 
and Viola Farber. 
Among Company is currently 
creating a piece under the 
direction of Carolyn Brown, 
former soloist with the Merce 
'Cunningham Company. The 
dance is being produced with a 
grant from the _National 
Endowment for the Arts. 
Tickets for the Dancemaker 
concert· are on sale at Mayer's 
Smoke Shop, Midtown Records 
and - the Cornell Dance Office 
(9-noon) beginning N~v l. 
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M'arilyn- · $20 Worth_ of 4"udacity 
By Straw 
Mailers Marilyn smacks of audacity. It is 
audacious in its attempt at biography, audacious in 
its_ outright plagarism, audacious in its pricing, 
(imagine $20.00 for a book) and audacious in the 
conjecture on the part of the author; beside that, 
however, its not a bad fiction piece. (But then 
neither was Monroe) 
Who but the -stout, rotund.- little Mailer, 
(black-mailer) would compare himseU:., the 
ultimate and final word on male chauvanism, to 
the ultimate sex symbol of a decade, and heart 
throb of a generation. ', 
Who-- but Mailer would' _determine an ultimate . 
connection between himself and the star? He 
recalls· Jiving in the same rooming house in 
Brooklyn with Arthur Miller when the playwright 
was workiqg on Death of A Salesman and Norman 
labored on The Naked and the Dead. And later 
-after the Star married the playwright, he recalls 
that his Connecticut home was a mere five miles 
from ·the homestead of the "star and the artist". 
He concedes it had been his secret ambition to 
steal Marilyn away from Milfer. And in the final, 
most incredible conciet, he proposes to suggest a 
mystic union between himself and Monroe by the 
coincidence of using almost all of the same letters 
to spell N-0-R-M-A-N M-A-1-L-E-R and 
M-A-R-1-L-Y-N M-0-N-R-O-E. 
He acknowledges the "borrowing" of excerpts 
lrom several books on Monroe. Guiles, Zolotow, 
and Rosten, the three best known and quoted 
authorities on Marilyn are cited for their 
contributions. Guiles and Zolotow have since cited 
Mailer for his plagary and Chutzpahh. But then 
what in the Jong run is chutzpah but the audacity 
of a Jewish boy from Brooklyn. And following 
• from the Maileresque exampl_e, both chutzpah and 
audacity have the same number of letters. 
But let's talk about the text. It goes for 20 bills, 
or slightly less depending on which of the better 
book clubs you have signed over your literary soul 
to. The type is oversized, and the pages are 
oversi:l!ed, but you can't justify either by saying 
that the star was bigger than life. The book is 
·padded, and Marilyn was not. The thing which 
warrants the price is tp.e photography, and the 
.quality of its reproduction. The editors have 
chosen the best of the Monroe portfolio, \1/ith 
shots that cronicle the rise of the star and reflect 
her in a multitude of moods and characters. The 
Printing by Case Hoyt Company reflect the highest 
quality · in color graphic reproduction. The 
photographs alone, almost make it worthwhile 
putting up with the text. 
The authors conjecture; a (deliberate) 
manmouth effort in second guessmg history and 
fate, mocks the former and defies the latter. Mailer--
would have us believe that Manlyn was killed by 
conspiracy of the right wing CIA in a cover up for 
Bobby Kennedy. He launches this phallic 
misconception, full blown, without anythmg 
resembling proof, and expects us to swallow it 
whole. Bobby Kennedy having an affair with 
Marilyn? A CIA murder and cover up to protect 
the senators good name? Its a bull shipment in a 
plain brown mailer, 
But......J.n spite of it all, the man knows his 
language. You may condem him for what he says, 
but you have to admire the mans elloquence. He 
weaves his tapestry, full of holes though it may be, 
with the threads of superb wordsmanship. His 
fabric is faulty but its finish is gossamer to the 
tongue. 
What do you say about a twenty bill book that 
dies? Literature means you never have to apologize 
for searing. 
COMING SOON: 
STEAK TWICE 
'-Introducing Mr. Boston Sombrero. 
·The anti--establishment coffee break. 
... 
A WEEK There's nothing nine to five about Sombrero. - -
By Warren Halladay 
. Because Sombrero is anything but a doughnut's sidekick. 
Ithaca College diners can look 
orward · to two steak nights a 
·eek, · a ~ Thanksgiving spread, 
nd more special treats during 
he colder months. 
Now that the beef shortage is 
liminishing and the supplies ; ·e 
11:coming plentiful enough, St.,a 
ays that they will now try to 
1ave a steak night every other 
\'~dnesday along with their 
· J tu rd ay night special. In 
)ecember ·they are hoping that 
hey will be able to have a steak 
1ght every Wednesday and 
'aturday 'night. Along with the 
ncrease in steak specials, Saga 
ias plann~d a T-hanksgiving 
1arty before -the recess and an 
ncrease in special nights such as_ 
he ethnic dinners and holiday 
hnners through the winter. 
When asked about the "Beef 
loards" and their: popularity, 
'.R. McNeely, Director of Saga, 
eports they have proven 
ffective. -'He pointed out. that· 
esides being a •·m·onotqny 
rcaker", they help Saga get' an 
lea of what the students like. 
nd dislike about the service. 
aga has the problem of trying 
n ~a tisfy three thousand 
1fferenL tastes,--Three-thousand 
tudents used to ·their mothers 
ome cooking,.and Mr._McNeely 
1ys, "we try to be sensitive in 
lannmg the meals". -- -· -
Sagf h·opes for more student 
ommunication because without 
, aU{they have to ·go on is their 
0 ntr_ol books. These books only 
ell t~m what combinations and 
It's the-incredibly delicious cocktail of ·milk and 
coffee flavored brandy (flavored with no Jess than four 
varieties of imported coffee). Just .pour_Sombrero 
chilled and wake up your bored, neglected tastebuds. 
Wake up your sense of humor. And tuck a\-\'.ay the 
establishment ... at least until tomorrow. 
Sombrero. Just one of the 128 fine liquors from 
Old Mr. Boston. 
', \1 
ealsfseem..to go·over best solely 
n uy(:· amount: taken by· the~ 
udents. 'If .. the students take a 
ertai~. ·ineal · be~ause, df, ~othil}g 
ettet; 'or: bec::ause _·_ he or. she 
anted to experiment and found 
to·~::be'- terri~le,, Saga_ would_ , , 
ever( know· - unles~. a·s- · Mr. . , _.,': · -i ~-· _ 
cN~ly>~Y~," ·~vie_ &~.l:,_$0me · -': • -~§;J · ,.,.,, 
edbfck~'. -;- , .- ,_ :.... : - , -:- ~\Ji Jif~~:::~=:::c; '~~~'.~~~~:-~;;~:7'~~5::··:·-:.~~~+,,,,~,~~-,~s~n,~~r, .. ·,,o~, 
\ 
; 
• 
·
1 
:··: •• ,· ''v.'i' ~·-:, .-!re1~·.·rr...! •rp·1·,· 1 ·,i .. ,:.,~ 
. ~ .~' ... - ,, 
.-; ... '': :·· • ; -· •• ~ ·., .. , •• > •, ( • 
... -,- ... ,,.. 
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SlJ _Unimp,ressi~.e: 
. ' . 
By Bill Henk 
The age old question, "Can a white man play· 
the blues?", surfaced once· again during Saturday. 
night's opening set at Cornell's Barton Hall.· 
Unfortunately, the answer we got was hardly of ai · 
definitive nature. "Sometimes", was the 
impression I got, "hut not if you're The Climax· 
Blues Band. The Climax Blues Band, you see, was . 
a last minute replacement for The Wailers. 
Personally, I wa, quite disappoirited in this late 
development. The Wailers are one of the finest 
exponent\ of Jamaican reggae. Bob Marley, the 
- hanll', leader. i, one .of the mu~1c\ originators as 
well a., Johnny Na,h's mentor. lie'~ been at it, for 
over a dccalk. The group', tir~t Ip, Catch A Fire, 
1 had been 1110,t 1mprcss1vc, with a follow-up· effort· 
1 Burnin ri:lea,etl only recently. 
Hut. alas antl alack, 'twa, not to 1he, and the 
rcalitv of the s1tuat1on wa, that The Climax Blues 
Bani with ,cveral Ip, for Sire records behind 
the111. now occupied the stage. I won't dwell on 
Climax for they 1mpressetl me not al all this 
parlirnlar night. Untl1,tingu1,hetl hard rock for the: 
lllmt part. Their' hc,t effort, a hluc,, was of the 
"h,.1hy··, on th.Jl trnin and gone" variety. Most of 
thi: autliencc wa, not Im pre,,ed en her The group 
wa, not called h,.1ck tor ,.1n encore. 
Tl1111g, did not go well for Cornell this night. 
1'111.:n: wa, I ;1 r too 111uc11 l rd1lc on the sound 
,y,t,·111 antl the delay between Climax antl Sly 
tlrag!!cd on l(Ji nearly an hour But, for all you 
,k\.'pl1c,. Sly wa, there. 
Slv and the Family Stone 1, currently a 
tcn-J~lcL,' conglo111er.itc· of rnalc and female. black 
Jnd while. i\u1111lledly not a tlevoti:e of Sly antl 
hi\ 1nu,1L·, I approachctl Lhh concert realizing that 
I. 111 Jli truthtulnc~~- should have latched onto 
,olllL'on..: mun: capable than I lo fulfill the 
as~1g11111..:nl. 1-·ail111g 111 aU my usual con!petem.:c to 
do ~n. I wa, thcn::forc stuck with il and would 
simply have to do my best. And so lhc_rc I _was. 
Sly inlcrminglctl the newer material lrom the 
Fresh and Riot IJh with oftlcr music of a generally 
more recognizable nature from years gone by. 
"'I lwnk You For l.clling Mc Be Myself /\gain". 
"Stand". and "Somebody', W.itching You" fit in 
the latter c.ilcgory. The upfront bass lines 
punctual,·tl the ja1.1.-rock horn riffs. the bass and 
drums colllhi111ng Lo provide .i ~olJd bottom to the 
th rec p1cc-c black chorus. 
I here·, no denying that Sly has taken great 
1n1t1at1v,•,; with the d1rccLion ol his lllU~1c in the 
l:1,L \L'VL'ral years. My compla1nl is that it appears 
the ,Lal statu~ wluch ~uch great innovations have 
brought 111111 have gone t,> his hcatl. lie th_inks he 
can gel by on 1ust hc1ng thL'rc. ,ind his stage act has 
thu, 1ellla11wd stagnant. Sly s\.'L'lllS lo he only going 
through the· 1110Lion~. pu,hing proven malen.il he 
know~ " gon 11,1 work. I le SL'c'm, to be .ifra1tl of 
cha ngc. I k a pp\.'a r~ ,a l1sf1ed wi lh l11s cu rren l 
-
station in life-and why not? He demands and gets 
the money he wants for concert dates, and that's 
il. He just can't (or won't) deviate from the 
inevitable "Dance to the Music", "Hey Music 
Lover" and "Want To Take You Higher", with its 
predicted audience responce made so famous by 
~he Woodstock movie. Sylvester Stewart, so totally 
unpredictable in every other phase of his publi~ life, 
has transformed his stage act into the exact 
antithesis. 
It's not that his act was all the bad Saturday 
night. IL was the usual. The same exact thing you 
saw al Wootlstock, Good Yihr~tions from Central 
Park, on In Concerr, and in all probability on the 
Midnight Special as well. rm simply ·using my 
critic's pi:rogative hy saying that it could and 
should he better. Predictability is not a virtue. 
Stagnation is not a sign of growth, nor a measur;e 
of the lalcn l this man possesses. Sly's current act 
lacks tlrivc. 1t lacks initiative and at times the 
material itself•lacks what. it takes to· make one song 
d1stincllvc and separate· of another. Unlike Stevie 
Wonder. Jethro Tull. J. Geils or so many others, · 
the Sly I saw Saturday night is not worth seeing 
again. You seen him once. you've seen him a 
thousand Lim1:1s. 
2 3 4 5 6 
@Edward 
ACROSS 50 Ir1 sh county or 
1 breed of cattle 
De-sexed, said of 51 Horse disease 
an animal 53 Frightful gfants 
7 Hunting expedition 55 Actor Connery 
1,3 Elaborately 56 Like an old woman 
decorated 58 Oh my gosh! 
14 Shaded walk or city 60 "Big -- minute" 
in California 61 Janitor 
16 Handy man 64 Scholarly 
19 New Zealand mutton- 65 Bullfighter 
bird · . 66 Open -
20 Country 1n the . f,7 High suit 
Himalayas 
21 These: Sp. 
22 Constituent of 
l 1qu1d waste 
24 Put in fresh soil 
26 Satisfy to the full 
27 Dishwasher cycle 
29 Coolidge's V.P. 
31 For each 
32 Type of fishennan 
34 Most piquant-, 
36 Make-· in (tear) 
38 Postman's beats (abbr.) 
39 Military rffles 
43 Seasoned 
47 Shoshonean Indian 
t8 - on (urged) 
DOWN 
Brief stay 
2 Rolling grassland 
3 Very old 
4 Wild ox of Asia 
5 Prep school near 
London 
6 Postpone 
.7 More yel-lowfshly, 
sickly looking 
8 High in pitch: Mus. 
9 Passenger ,1 n a taxi 
10 Collect together 
11 Beaurocratic proce-
dure causing delay 
12 Fonns thoughts 
C O.'tft.e ({ COft.Ce'l ( CO fflfft.i <14i Oft 
· ~'te4e'1-t4 
e()~~?1tS 
~ .. at,·· 'Ca~le(f, ~aft 
Se;ttee,zdae,, 'Jt(J~. 17. 1973 
9 10 11 12 
15 State positively 
17 Imitated 
18 S. American capital 
23 Take - at it (make an attempt) 
25 Exams 
28 Weird 
30 Expensive meat 
33 A·Beijtle 
35 Smal1 land masses 
37 Famous jazz-
or1 ented vocalist 
39 Volume 
40 Those who make 
amends for 
·41 Attendants to an 
important person 
42 Fine line on some 
type styles 
44 Gave medical care 
to 
45 Expungement 
46'. £lectrical-ene!"9Y, 
_;.'.)t'.fria'c:nfn"es· •. :.1.· ·--. 
49 D.,E, Indi'es measure 
52 Pungs 
54 Cults 
57 Assam silkworm 
59 Halt 
62 Atmosphere: abbr. 
63 - pro nob1s 
., 
S' a~d /0:~0 p.m,_ 
7 ,c,"eu: I~ 00{3,_,:_t-te(l S~~ 1_5, Of) ~e't4. & at MO,z. 
011 ~ale 1\ t_: .) 3· Co.rn(: 11 UqionR·, M ldtown. Re.r.ords, ·MayE?r' s 'Sr:1okP. Shor,. 
f,iail Ord~r-s: 
~~end To: 
.·Deadline: 
. . 
Et:ber·t UnJo~ ( Ithaca Colle'l'.(C), Corey Union, (Cortland)., 
Record People (Cqrtland). 
Money O~ders Drily! -- No Checks Accepted! 
TickE;?ts, P.O. Box 907,Ithaca/ New York ··14850 
·:Nove~uer -!1 1· 
·, 
., 
; I 
.. . ·;:( _.,,,_r·~ . 
.;.;,·,~:.- .~ ·:·.t ( :,·,_,.,....:..~·.:...'l_ \ 
Classifieds 
pear.sue, 
Hope you're feeling better. 
we missed you. 
The Ithacan Staff. 
oear Steve, 
Please cheer up! You're much 
too happy a person to be so 
depressed. Remember 
a1ways,t11ere's at least one 
person who really cares. 
Me 
subaru 1970 1100 cc FFI Red Front 
wheel drive Spare body radials tour 
speed maintenance records kept 
Charley 272-8522. • 
Need any wood? We're selling the 
finest firewood at only $10.00 a 
cord. "Partial .cords also available. 
con.tact Dale Rauch or Tom Meyers, 
1059"-Dan'by Rd., Ithaca N.Y ., Tel. 
277-3320. 
oear Sky Acres Funny Farm-
It was a bloody good time this 
week. 
Moon 
Dear Snowflake-
Well here I am again and so are 
you. Hope we both aren't in for 
something over our heads and out of 
our league. 
Dear Mrs. Bones, 
Han9 In there. Someday everyone 
wall stop talking, look around and 
realize what life is all about. I love 
you. 
Toot-toot 
Dear Monkey-
I feel llke telllng the whole world 
who you are. Believe me, this is really 
for the monkey everyone .knows. 
G"ideto 
Great: 
Sandwiches. 
and,ot~.- GUSTATORY DEUGl4TS 
C,.I .... ,, W-Al .!, OH•C~"ES.'i.fN 
L SANDW•Cw ~~OPPf 
I'm glad you're my pal David. 
Donald-
Love, 
!he Girl Upstairs 
Get the Beak OFF! 
To Robyn-
I've travelled near and far painting 
nudes bY the dozens but none 
compare wit thyne lover (you 
stupid!). · 
Dear Tex-
Signed, 
THE BRUSH 
I'm now wearing a belt to hold up 
my pants so that the Great Ball_ in the 
Sky doesn't get too excited. Also, the 
next time your floor has a party, 
please keep the door closed. It's 
embarrassing. Thanks. Love you 
anyways. 
Dear Jane-
Love, Kisses, and 
Who knows what else ... 
Candice 
Thanks for coming by to visit us 
old neighbors. Come up more often. 
Love, 
Th~ 2nd Floor 
Cat Lost-Most gray with white and 
tan. White stomach. Brown collar 
with tag. Her name Is Tanya. Call 
Lisa 272·6412. Lost around Garden 
Apt. 
Ithaca Video Project ls going to hold 
a public meeting Tuesday, Nov. 13th 
at 7:30 PM In the G.I.A.C. General 
meeting room (318 N. Albany St.). 
Hi cardboard Levi's-
Those could be detrimental 
considering the state of horniness 
you're_in now. 
To Micah, 
Best of Luck to the best first place 
dog in the world. 
Vince-
Love, 
Rose 
Thank you for being a real person. 
A Friend. 
Paul Foley, 
Thanks for the phone number. 
Floyd Meuller 
George-
I'm pregnant!!! 
,To the Steff-
' Exercising our bods, boogying to 
, the music and piggy back rides must 
,continue or else ... Afterall, it's a rush. 
Robyn, my dear-
Signed, 
Perverto 
Friday night shall be filled with 
fun and partying. Don't 
forget-babes-9et your ticket. 
Two doors down 
Case-
. For goodness sakes, find some free 
time and get your body down to 208 
for some good times. 
Adrienne- .. 
It"s been great eating, you keep 
9oing though cause I'm full. 
Fatso 
Dear Snowflake-
This is your season-Lave it up! 
. Dear Cindy of the 7th Floor-
1 'm not writing this because I love 
you. I'm writing this because I LOVE 
you. Do you love me? 
Love, 
Me. 
~•-na.a ~' 
TAVRIIW 
., . ., .... ~ .. -
Tuesday thru Saturday 
5 P·~-~ to 1 •·"!· 
Dinners Served 6:00-l:30· 
Reservations Requested- 539-7724 
GINaousc:TA~ 
· _ Ga.a TFOOD . . 
-. 
IIBAXING ATMOSPH ... 
. _ ...... : ........................ _. 
','YOUR PROTECTION. OUR PROFESSiON" 
BROKERS 
Rol1l"rt S. 8001 hroycl ---· Class of ':!4' 
Rohl'rt L. 8111,1hroy<l --- .('lass of;(l()' 
lknry (i. Kq·st·r -. ---Classc.?f'52' 
"\\'iUi.11n Flyn 
.ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY~ INC. 
INSURANCE 
I • 
"We We/cm11'e Yo.111: l11q_11iry" :o-
.112 E_ost Se.11eca. lti,aca, N. Y. 
, ' I 
__.____!__r __ _:__._~-'~ 
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Susan- Rice on I.C. Campus 
By Straw 
Feminine-Female, I. of women. or girls. 2. 
Having qualities regarded as 11haracteristics of 
women and girls as gentleness. weakness, delicacy. 
modesty, etc.; womanly. 
The above definition is from Websters. but on 
Monday, Susan Rice, film crillc. educator. and 
· woman, offered some other approaches to bemg 
feminine anti being a femmme filmaker. 
·she brought with her several shorts which were 
made primarily by wome11. and 111 most cases 
about women. Her purpose' was inform;ltion and 
education, and her style was direct. She looked 
somethin9 like·Joan of Arc _in the Prince Valiant 
haircut and man-tailored Jeans. and her approach 
was the forthright directness of a well' manned 
attack. (this author sports a wolf man .iackcoffiure 
and wranglers) 
The films covered the gamut from art to 
commen:ial, and spanned 15 years of f1lmak111g 
Vardu's "Opera Moufte" a pomgianl serreahst 
piece about pregnancy, made 111 l'J58. provoked 
little 111 the way of' concrete response from the 
mostly female aud1.:nce. But the two Liane 
Brandon films. Anyt.hing you Want to Be and 
Betty Tells Her Story ( l 'J7 3) both sparh•d 
controversy in I ht: a ud1ence. I !.:re. cspcc1ally Ill 
Betty's Story. the quest10ns of ''what make~ a 
woman beautiful"? and "how 1s beauty dictated 
by th.: culture'?" were the ~ubjed ~evl·ral loud 
discussions. At one po1111 111 !ht· question and 
answerperiod, Ms. Rice attempted to shout down a 
male member of the am.hence who Jtlempted to 
define the feminist movement. This alter ,he h.1d 
summed up the male psyche 111 a throw-away 
exampk which cited John Wayne a~ the males 
concept of the 'male prototype' 
But Ms. Rice had a good many valid thmgs to 
say. Her proposition that Hollywood 1s subvert mg 
the woman through film was well posed. And her 
concept1on of the womJn n,1ng to equality 
through the images that woman t1lmakers choosi: 
to record 1s equally valid. lk1 concept of the 
11 be rd ted womJn. going owr the hre.:ch~ 
brandishrng ht'r canll'rn. was a moving one. The:' 
1deahsm of lilt' movement_ 111dt;l'd. JllY moveml'nt. 
hangs on such 1111age,. ls the' te1111111ne tilm a v1abk 
tool tor lhl' womans liberation 111o'lle111ent'1 I th111k 
the answl·r 1~ yi:,. And Ms. Rice agree,. Onl} whl'll 
wom.:n. wnlt'rs and f1l111at..t·1,. Jud1enn·, .ind 
actresses. band togl'lhl'r. l·,111 they hopt· 1<1 change. 
lilt' image~. w h1ch on I h,· ,crl'l'n. sh.i Pl' I h.: woman 
as bed malt' Jnd wa1tre,s 
Susan Rici: had a .good po111t :\nd ,he 1.kt,·11Lkt1: 
11 well aga111,l J!tacks trom l'hJuv,1111~~ ,111d t..q11' 
women ahk<:. The School of ('0111111un1c·.1twn,. 1'11.: 
Cotlncil on the Aris. The l'lulmophy Depa1 I 111,·111. 
and till' Olf1n· of Campus Ac11v111i:~ ar,· Jll to hl·. 
com mt·nded for bn nging ht'I Io ca 111 pu, ,\ nJ. 
somt"body ought to hl' shot tor lhl' ,hoddy' 
projed1on tac1l1l1l'' 111 1-10.1. It wa, ot ten d1t f1e·ult 
lo hear di,cus,1011 ove·r lhl' rnv111d111g pro1t'd01 
Thl' l<·1111n111e moveml·nt_ ht..t· any 111ov,·111l·nt 
surv1Vl', on 1b 1dt'ab .ind 1!~ proponents Susa1: 
Rice 1~ ,111 cloqUl'lll ,poki:spn~on She 1s abo .1 
llt'l'lance sn1pl wnl<'I .• 111d he1 I 1r,t ,old pll'l'l'S ,lit' 
Ill produc11on One loot.., lorw.1rd lo Wl'lllg how 
lht' il'lllllll\l ~UrVIVl'~ 111 lhl' l0 api1,Jl1sl ,ysll'lll. ,llld 
oni: hopt's not lo I 111d h) poe·11,y 
Broad"Way Com.es to Ithaca 
( 
By Rick Berrn,tein 
Thanks Lo l-.ly Landau. produccr of Tilt' 
American Film Theatre. eight broadway ,111d 
London tht:atrical succcsst's have been transltHmt'd 
to the screen .and were shown last Mondav and 
Tuesday i"n selected theallt's throughout thl' 
country. 
The first program wa~ no ks~ a production than 
l:ug:ene O'Nt:ill's The Iceman Cometh. cons1derl·d 
by many a~ O'Neill"s best l'ffort. 
The cast was extremely im pre,s1ve. considcrmg 
that the budget of the films negati:d the chanct' ot 
paying the salary that the~e people would 
normally demand. Fredrick March, at the age of 
eighty, staged a remarkable comeback as I lJ1Ty 
Hope. Harry is the owner ot The Last Chance 
Saloon wh.:re all the action takes place Roht'rt 
Ryan played the kind of part that he was born to. 
but never got llis role of Larry Slade. a drunk. 
like all the characters. was totally without I law 
This is one of his last film, before ht' ,uccurnhl"d 
to.cancer this y..:ar. Le..: Marvin play.:d the p,11t of 
All those ·interested on the use of 
portable video eciuipment are invited 
to attend.-Or call 272·1596. 
llickt·y JS O'Neill had llll<'lllkd 11 tu hl' pl.J~l·d 
ll1d,l'Y, the· Cl'nl1,tl L'll,liJl'lt'l ol Lht' pl.1y. 1~ .1 
sa!L-~111.in lllll'lll un ,L"lhng !ht· t1uth !:n·ryon,· ha, 
111~ 01 hl'I "pipl· d1l'a111"_ .1, ll1d,l'Y crn1,ta11tly 
called it ltict..i:y analy;e~ c·.1ch Olll' .ind c,Jlls ali: 
thc11 blurts about !hl' ~oon-t,>-hl' t,>111011<1w, whl'le. 
hfe will hl' ht'lll'I. l k 1111tatl'' Lht'111 l\l Lhl· po111t 
where lhl'Y try Lo pruve tlwl thell' lifr isn't OVl'I. 
Thl'Y c·an'L even 111at..l· 11 0111 of lhl' h.11. Thl')/ turn 
ugly and hmtilL' wh<'ll' oncl' they Wl'l'l' content 
with .1 hottlc to d1111!,. lron1 and .1 pl.JCl" to ,lcep. 
O'Nt'11l paints .1 p1du1c ol 111,1n with and 
without h1~ dlt"11111~ and d1t'a111,. lk p1<>Vl'S that .1 
man without a p1pl·-drl',1111 1~ like ,1 d1unt.. w1thuut 
a dnnk 
In the l'lld Wl' di,coVt'I thJt ll1l·t..l'Y Ii." t..illl'd 111, 
wile out of thc guilt ht' had ovc1 !11~ drunt..l·nnc~, 
.ind dch.1uc·hery. l hl' c1ov.,d lhl'n con\1tk1,· 
cverything he··, ,.11d ,1, non,l'llsl' hl'l".111'l' "he', got• 
IIXl'd ldl'a, ell till' 1n,.111e" l'lll'Y ll'g.1111 thl'II", 
1llu'1<Jll\ ol hil' .ind lool thc·111,l·lve, 111to hl·1ng 
happy 
Dear Mom and Dad, 
Thanks so much for a really super 
weekend. II was great to be together 
for those couple of days. 
~ Loose Diamonds-~ Patten '.s .lewe/er.s 
188 Pleasant c;row• Rd 
Let Parents·· Weekend NOT be the 
only time you come up, It's not 
often enough that I see you. 
Love, 
Jeanne 
Ride needed to Long Island (Merrick 
vicinity, 1f possible) 11/15 (Thurs . 
PM) and back ·11/25. Will share 
expenses. Please call Bets~ at x632 or 
273-9754. 
·~-~-·. 
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SP01RTS in, the 3rd quarter. , .. The Bo·moers weren't _quite·· finished .. They· iook· Post·~ 'k~ck off and drove 70 yards in 17 plays ·to tie lip the game at 14-14. The drive was kept alive 
with Split End Bill. Bryant-
grabbing a Gary Bucci pass, the . 
only comple_ted pass of the 
· .. '·'W;. · 01.:1,tit1r ~hem-; both>'::·.rds/ .a'i'.~·":'.·i~-e1d~g~~-'.-~~w1 
d_efensively .~nd·: ~ffensivelf,'?.· -\ 'app~~i:ance:~/~rus::-iaDf.-8J1d:.:ar:e 
remarked a d1Sappomted Coach ranked '-among the: top for·.small 
Butterfield. "We had., a ~~at college teams_ in the east. 
· effort and worked bar~.' .. _ . This Sat. ,Ithaca t.ivels to 
-·Bu ttetlreld was impressed Geneva to meet Hobart,- possibly 
I.C~ DROPS CLOSE I 
ONE TO POST 
, a f t e r n o o n b y ·· B u c c i . 
Nevertheless,-the play was good 
for. 34 big yards and a first down 
inside the · Post 30. Soph. 
Fullback Bill Carney- went the 
final yard for the I thacal) 's 
score. Al Howell booted the 
PAT. The Ithacans smothered 
the Post return on the following 
kick off at the 8. The Blue-then 
held on, stopping the Pioneers 
short of a first down on 4th and 
inches from the 17. The lthacans 
couldn't .i::,1pitalize as they tried 
three running plays. The big one 
was Tim Nunn on an end around 
with _the play of his team, as for another bowl game· seeker. 'fhe 
the second week- in a row, ·they season has -come down to this 
outhit _and outplay~d a favore.d game once again. Chances-of a 
opponent, even Without lli;err - thirOStraight Winning Se<!§OTI for 
first. four starting quarter-b~cks the lthacans rest on the outcome 
and their tqp_ ground_ gamer, of this game. · Hobart is 
Tom Bryant. Both Bndgeport undefeated. 
By'Dave Rives 
C.W. Po~t's football team out• 
la~t.:d Ithaca C'ollege last Sat. 
hl'tme a huge Parents Weekend 
ero\\Ll on· South Hill field The 
f111al s.:ore wa~ 21-14. 
Post Quc1rterba.:k Ed Power., 
pro~ed to he loo m ueh for the 
Bomber" to hand!.:. a~ hi: picked 
apart I.e.·, ~econdary· 
eo111plet1ng 21 of :!<> passe~ tor 
2X7 yard~. Power~. who ha~ been 
na111ed to th.: )-.('/\(' D1v1~1on Ill 
weeklv all '-lar team four time, 
Lim y~ar. threw TD passe~ of 7 
vard, lo ·t 1ght l·nd Bill Cherry. 
·,c '\ ,L·ore, cJlllL' on LI rive, of XO 
.ind 70 yarlh. with Ti111c Nunn 
,cur111g frolll J <) yaru\ Olll l!1 the 
,ccond quarter and Bill C ·arney 
hulling over trolll the I Ill Lhl· 
..ith ,L,tnta 
l\·d c;1,·v,·, ,tartl'd at 
()u:irt•·rh:1d. 101 [11e lthJc·.1n,. 
hut rein1ured h1, ankll' on the 
l1J phiy. lro111 ~LT1111m.1g.: Soph 
l,:11y Bucci .1ga111 had to lakl' 
.,v,·1 ,111J pl.1y both w,1y, 
I he· llll.1l·Jn, l1ad a ,l·oring 
npportumly l:1ll' 111 the 111,1 
qu.irter at lc·1 :1 tough d.:len\lVl' 
h.1Ltk during the L'ariy 1111nulL', 
.. , lhl' g.1111c· l·olhiw1ng :1 
p,11 [1,il!, hloch,·J punt. llh.ic.1·, 
nlle·n,l· l<H>h ovn .it l'o'-l 0 '- 22 
I he drive· l.11kd lo produce· ,1 
111,t down. ,dt111g up .1 2<, y,11d 
!1e·ld go:il .1tlc·111pt by h1ck,·1 
/\l,111 llowl'il. ·1 hl' hid 1111,_,ed 
( 111,t wide· J k.1v111g the game 111 ,1 
\L'll)L'il'~, LIL' l'o~t lrJL'd lo 
c,1p1L:il11e hy 1lll>lllll1ng .1 ,co1ing 
th1L":1L of lhl'll own c.irly in the 
"·conJ ,t.1111,1. driving from the11 
own 3 Lt1 llh,1ca·:,, JX. hclore 
lm111g th,· hall on a tumhk. 
! .1tL't that p.:rwtl. l'o"l a1,..i111 
111ountl"d .1 drive inlt1 IC 
te·1nlory. 1111, lime• lo lhl' lthaL·a 
~ With l1llk l<H>lll hch111d Lhl'r11. 
thl' lthac·:111, dug 111 and held lhl· 
J>1<>ne•e•1, llll pi,1y, hdOiL' 
waflh111f! :r l',ist fil'ld go,il 
.'1t1,·111pt. tro111 22 y.1nb out. ,.111 
1u,1 w1,k ol th,· 111.11)... I h.11 
1111~sc·d 11,·ld goal w.1, 1u:,,L the· 
r 111 Jl$}l ll<>li' th,· I Lh.1ca11~ ne·e·,kd 
I h,·v t,,.,k th,· h.ill tlll lhe·1r 20-
,111d · d1ov,· XO y.1rd, 101 thl' 
g,>-.1 It c·.id ~e·o1L" I 1111 Nunn 
~,·01111le:d 101 -17 y.11,.h <>I Lhe• 
d11v,· 011 1un, ol 10. IX and )'I 
y:11d, llll the· - SL'llrt.'. l lowl'll's 
I'/\ I 111:1de· IL 7-0 Wllh 12:SJ 
1e·111.1111111g Ill thl' :,,l'L'Olld qua1ll'r 
p,,..t took the c·n,u1ng k1L·k off to 
1111df1l'ld hut t1111e• 1an ,iut. and 
ll e·111<1yl'd ;1 7-0 hal1t1111,· kad. 
Fri. No\. 9th 1B 
Fri. Nm. 9th H:J5 pm 
Sal. No\'. IOth 7 &9 pm 
S1111. Nov. J J th 8: JS pm 
rick,. 1.1 011 .1t1/£' a r · 
mayers smnke shop 
mid town records 
c o rn e II d an c e off it e 
(9 to noon) 
$2 
011/y 7.5 sea rs per perJc1rma11,·e , 
<Iast week's opponent) and C.W. 
Post kicked off to start the 
second half, and Nunn ran 57 
yards down the sideline to the 
Post 27 to set up what appeared 
to he Ithaca's second TD. IC 
Lady ·ItJ;taca11s Ris~ 
· drove down to the 8, but there 
they were held. Howell came on 
to Every Challeng~- __  
1 
with' 4th and· 2, to try for 3 
points from 25 yards out. The 
kick was wide, and this time it 
wa:,, Post·~ turn to come right 
back. Paced by Quarterback Ed 
Power's passing,_ tl~ey drove 80 
yards for the score, with· end 
R1cl1 Maake taking the final 7 
vard to~s. The PAT tied it at 7 
~II. Just tour minutes later, 
Ithaca found themselves deep in 
.1 hole, as a series of penalties 
tore.:<l them ha.:k to within their 
own ten yard line. Punter Jim 
llag1n .:a111e on to pu'nt the hall 
.J\\ ay from deep within his own 
l'lld zo1ie. and .:ould barely gel 
the hall out ti> the Ithaca JS 
where Post took over fir"t and 
ten The Pioneers diove 3S yard~ 
111 7 play~. Tight En<l Bill Cherry 
-<.:aJ~pl'd the Llnve with an I I yd. 
·1 I) recc pt 1011. The s.:ore gav.: 
l'o~l the leuli for the first time, 
with just under four m111ute:,, left 
By A.J. 
netting only two yards. On came· The 1973 version of tht 
kicker Howell to try to put the Ithaca College Women'_s_ 
lthacans ~head by three on a_ 31 Volleyball Team is currently 
yard FG I.J.¥, but the ball sailed boasting a perfect 5-0 record, 
just underneath the cross· bar, and travelled to · Cortland· 
and dropped to the ground: no yesterday· in pursuit of their 
good. sixth victory. 
· · With five minutes remaining, 
Powers took his Pioneers 80 
yards downficld, hitting Cherry 
for the second time with a TD 
pass, this_ one from 22 yards out, 
to give C.W. Post the victory . 
With less than three ,minutes to 
go, the Ithacans drove· to the 
Post 35 _ but a clipping penalty 
st:t them back to midfield where 
thev eventually had to cough up 
the· hall wiih just five : seconds 
remaining on the clock. 
/ 
Led by sophomore captain 
Diane Alleva, the L,ady Ithacans 
of the dig, set, and spike game 
have literally risen to every. 
challenge posed to them by therr 
opponents. 
A ft er winning their first 
encounter of the season, a 
round-robin tournament, the 
Lady lthaca-ns bested· the 
Syracuse Orangemen in three 
straight game_s, 15-11, 1~-9, 
-15-13. For their third victory in 
· as many starts, Ithaca was forced 
to go to five games before 
defeating the Cornell Redmen, 
as evidenced by the final scores 
of 15-6, 6-15, 7-15, 15-4, 16-14. 
For their fourth victory, the 
Ithacans travelled to Oswego, 
where they literally blew their 
opponents off the cour~,. l}-6, 
15-13 15-f I. In their last -h~me 
game, of the season, the_ -~ady 
lthacans devastated Corning 
Community College tn five 
games, 15-17, 15-8, 15-13,4-15, 
15-6. 
The La..dy Ithacans ·arc 
another example of the_ success 
of women's athletics here-- at 
Ithaca College. In t,heir final 
encounter of the 1973 season . 
before the N.Y.S . . 1oi1rn:i"ment. 
on the 16th and I 7th, at 
Geneseo, the Lady lttiacans will 
travel to Binghamton for the 
Binghamton Invitational on the 
10th. 
; . 
Athlete of the We¢~ 
-Larry Czarnecki, a sophomore 
· defensive tackle from Nanticoke, 
Pa. has been selected "Athlete <j>f 
the Week". He broke up some 
key offensive plays in Ithaca's· 
· 21-14 football loss to C.W. Post 
last- Saturday. He also 
contributed 16 tackle~ in the 
Post game which brought his 
··season to 93. 
The Ithaca coaching staff also 
selected him as the oi.l~nding 
lineman of the gamt:, following 
<JtllfegWf_l{/J°di 
the: iron ._sho.p 
DOW~TOWN. 
lJ:\CSUAL GIFTS • FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
FURNl'fJJRE 
,oOK~AUNTLE-11-
• 
207 N. 
.. -. ~ ..... 
-TRAVR 
•INDIVIDUAL & GRQUP TRAVEL 
•EXCLUSIVE. AGENTS FO~-S.O;F.A.: .. 
*INTRA-EURO~AN FLIGHTS & TOµRS 
.:.. . •. :i , . -·--.~ J 
' 
his exciting per·f;rmance." . 
-This is ·the second straight 
week that Czarnecki has received 
the honor of "Athlete ~f ~he 
Week". 
Larry is the son of. Mr. and 
Mrs. Raymon~ Czarne.cki of 40 I 
Espy Street in Nanticoke. He is a 
graduate of Nanticoke Area 1-ligh 
School and is presently a 
physical education major at 
_Ithaca College . 
--
SOCCER ,aoh of !,e:~ri:, :7ll~:. ~:::w:in 
By Patty Burger Oswego. He scored the first goal Ithaca scored its first goal 
and 
· unassisted in the beginning of midway in first half and the. 
the second half. A shot was put second goal was scored shortly. 
Helen Cheney 
, 
Ithaca ended its soccer season 
with a triumphant victory over 
Oswego last Tuesday. Their 
record now stands at 7-3-2. 
Of special mentio!! are Scott 
Hamilton, Abby AIMuhailan, 
Tom Blank and And.y Mason, 
the four graduating players who 
p I a yed their last s\heduled 
·,casonal game. 
Forward Andy Mason 
continued to prove his skill at 
Oswego by keeping the ball in 
the offensive territory thus 
helping I.C. to score its goals. 
Captain Abby AIMuhailan has 
made a total of 17 points this 
season. His playing has helped 
the team to pull together for 
in by Abby I/ IO of a second 
after the time ran out. 
After being out many games 
with a leg injury, Fullback Scott 
Hamilton returned in time to 
finish out the season. He has 
kept the ball out of the hands of 
the opponents offense. 
-Goalie Captain Tom B_lank has 
had an excellent season with a 
tot:il of l 61 saves to top the 
standing record of 146, for the 
most saves in a season. Out of 
the ~even v1ctones for Ithaca he 
natl 4 shut-outs and he has only 
allowed one goal to get past him 
in the other 3 games. 
Despite the cold weather, 
snow and a strong wind Ithaca 
held its own ag~inst the Lakers 
FFW'JKLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
'TME' · CARD .SECTION IS ~PE'LLING . 
our A MESSAGE: TO me, Oll-lER. 
TEAM ..... -rur; POLICE AAE NOW 
'1/0VtNa IN;,.' 
©COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES•BOX 9411•BERKELEY. CA.94709 
r •, 
.:·-: .. "' ..... ~-: 
... 
.... 
.:,:~· ~ 
--~·:·:f 
:;., . 
after by Bob Keill with an assist" 
by Rich Demont. In the 
beginning of the second half 
Oswego finally got it together to 
1score their only goal of the 
:game. Ithaca bounced right back 
: with their third goal. The fourth 
goal came in the last part of the 
second half to prove that Ithaca 
had complete control of the 
score board throughout the 
game. 
Coach McCormack in his first 
year of coaching the varsity 
soccer team has had a winning 
season and is very proud of his 
team; hoping to go to the 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference. 
0
He is looking 
forward to another winning 
season next year. 
Volleyball 
From IC College Bulletin: All 
Ithaca College Faculty, 
Administrators, staff and 
students are invited to an 
organizational meeting of the 
Volleyball Club in P-5 (Hill 
Athletic Center) tonight at 7 
PM. Plans for the season will be 
discussed as well as the 
possibility of meets with other 
schools. 
Notes 
The Finger Lakes Runners Club 
will hold i'ts final I 973 meet on 
November 11 at 2:30 at 
Mou k Icy Hou·se, Cornell 
University Golf Club. The 
Registration Desk opens at 2 :00. 
Following the meet, awards will 
be presented to those who have1 
earned them. 
Varsity Basketball. .. On 
December 5, 1,97.3, th_e_ Hobart 
gan{e 0is at Ithaca beginning at 
8:00 P.M. 
J. V. Basketball ... The Cornell 
game previously scheduled for 
Friday, feb. 22 is now set for ~ 
Monday, December 3, at 
Cornell. 
Varsity Hockey ... The game-with 
RIT on Sun., December 9, ·has 
experienced a time change from 
8:15 to 5:45 but is still at RIT. 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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REVIEWS IN MY BRIEFS 
By Stephen H. Swartz 
MASH-the classic black comedy, now in 
re-release. Robert Altman directed this irreverent, 
blood-and-guts army lunacy---part anti-war, 
anti-establishment, part affirmation of the male 
machismo myth. In A'ltman's able hands, Donald 
Sutherland, Elliot Gould and Sally Kellerman are 
allowed to shine. If you haven't seen Mash, hard to 
believe as it is~ go and he mtroduced to the genius 
which is Robert Altman. Now at the ·1 emple 
Theater. 
THE GOLD RUSH---one of Chaplin', lmest 
films. The Gold Rush features the Little Tramp as 
a prospector in Alaska. Offering expressions of 
pathos as well as high and low comedy, Chaplin 
explores the wilderness. but, more than that, he is 
exploring the strengths and weaknesses of man. 
Greed, power, love---all are subject to Chaplin's 
scrutiny. A funny. touch mg film one of the 
classics of the movies' ~ilent Yl',1r,. !\t the 
Triphammer Cinema. 
THE THUNDER KICK---karalt' ,ind kung-fu 
masters at work. Pray that Bruce Lee doesn·t kick 
over in his grave. At the Strand. 
SSSSS-Hiss it, don't boo it. . 
THE BOY WHO CRIED 
WEREWOLF-"Possible m this day and age'! 
Those who didn't believe ... are dead." So are th'e 
producers and nine out of ten ushers who worked 
the theaters where it played . . SSSSS and 'lllie. 
Boy ... are currently at the State ~ter. :· :\~ 
Floor Hockey Teams 
Hayes Team 
Les Sabres 
The. Less Pucks 
No Idea 
Pucksters 
Straw Dogs 
Team Tulsa 
Whalers 
SPORTS RAB 
WICB Radio, talks about all 
kmds of sports. eacq Tuesday 
evening at 'J:00 pm on Sports 
Rap. Hosts Bill Pucko and Terry 
Brookins irtvite you to call and 
talk about your favorite sport 
each Tuesday at 274-321 7 or 
xJ217. 
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The Snowball Cocktail: 
/1 
Cranbeny Gin and tonic over lemon 
sherbet 31. 75 ~ .... ~'J,7Juice_ 
The Merry Merry: 
A holly green lime 
and a stalk of celery in a 
bloody mary $1. 75 
__,__ "-~-~ 
A Light Christmas: Chopped thicken 
li ver.s, radishes, f,rreen scalliC'n;-;, potato 
salad, bite ~ized slices of rye $2. 75 
Sant.a\ Frnit Wn•ath: ·.&:~ 
I '~ach and pear haln!s, e::::\ 
JJ!llt'apple, walnuts and ' 
on the 
Rocks 
$.75 
The R wn N og: Dark rum and eggnog 
with fresh nutmeg 
$1.75 
Prime Ribs of Beef 
\V:ith baked potato 
and red cabbage 
$6.75 
Turkey Drumstick with old-
fashioned dressing, mashed 
turnips and cranbeny sauce 
$3.75 
The Open-Me-Last Sundae: Vanilla ice 
cream, gTeen creme de menthe, pecans 
and whipped cream $1.75 
.Jingle.Jello 
Bell~: Lime 
and raspberry 
-·-- jello ·with whipped 
cream$.75 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Let us bring Christmas to yom· honw 01· office. 
Or celebrate in one of ow· pri\·ate p,J:ty rnoms. Call 272 6484. 
